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Fake parking permits found
Jill M. Jasinski
Staff Reporter

As if the parking problem on
cam pus is nor bad enough already,
now students, faculty, and staff
alike have to contend for parking
spaces with people who are using
counterfeit parking permits.
Campus secu rity and the Office of Residence Life have recently
caught and dealt with at least three
or four students who have been
discovered to be illegally parking
on campus using parking permits
which they created instead of purchasing for $60.
According
to
Patrick
Rombalski, dean of students, the
students appear to be tracing the
real parking permits, either by
hand or through a more technical
process using computers. "The
ones we have found have been exact replicas of current parking
passes, they have the exact same
numbers," Rombalski said.
The first fra'udulent permit
found was "just a bad plagiarism
job," Rombalski said. After finding that one, campus sec urity

started looking more carefully at
students' cars when they write
tickers and when students enter
the lot.
Because only three or four students have been caught,
Rombalsk1 sa id he does nor considerthisa serious problem yet. "It
is possi bl e that th ere are more out
there though .," Rombalsk1sa1d.
Dale Blaess,sergeamwithcampus security, sa1d "it is a case by
case issue. There rea 11 y is no rea I
defining feature" to specify a
fraudulent parking permit.
A!though the problem is nor
yet being considered too serious,
the consequences are. "If someone
forges a parking permit, would
rhey also forge a test?" said
Rombalski.
Actions raken against students
found using forged parking permits could include a fine, some
sort of probation, a nd probably
being banned from parking on
campus, Rombalski said.
"Differenrcrimesaredefined by
rheelements of rhecrime, you have

to look ar the facts," said Blaess.
"You have ro wonder why students are doing this," Rombalski
said. lr has not only been freshmen who have been caught, so the
problem does not ste m from freshme n not being allowed to park on
campus, he sa id. "So for upperclassmen, it must be about th e
money." he said.
"The problem has become so
exasperating that students are
forced to do this," Rombalski said.
"Hopefully we can come up with a
solution to alleviate this so they
don't have to be so creative," he
said.
Rom ba Iski serves on a parking
committee in Umversity Heights
which is working on a resoluuon
to benefi tj ohn Carroll, Umvers1ty
Heights, and thetr consutuents
The committee has o nly met once,
but is sc heduled tomeetagain this
week, Rombalsk1 said.
"This is a problem that hurts
scudents and faculty," Rombalski
sa1d. "l hope that solutions will
bring relief by nexr year."

ustices discuss race issues
Meg Wolchko
Staff Reporter

JCU's Leslie Butler executes a dive during the OAC
Championships last weekend. See page 8 for complete
coverage of the meet
ph<xobyJamesMt«hdl

Provost addresses faculty
Clare Taft
News Editor

john Carroll University faculty,
staff, and administrators gathered
last Thursday to hear Frederick
Travis, provost, address the stare
of the university, and plans for the
future.
Travis highlighted the current
issue of diversity on campus. Acknowledging the homogeneous
student body at JCU Travis said,
"Our goal for the future is to increase the diversity of the student
body. Lack of diversity can lead to
intolerance."
Travis referred to the incidents
of anti-feminist and other hate
oriented graffiti recently found
around campus. "The situation is
not yet in crisis, but there can be
damage to the very fabric of the
social community here with such
incidents," said Travis.
The administration is looking
to solve the problem of diversity
on campus through education.
"An educated person does not send
anonymous flyers or put graffiti
on walls," said Travis, "How will
these students face the world? As
a Catholic university we are morally obligated to recognize the
worth of each person."
The university has hired a con-

suiting firm to help the depart:
ment of admissions increase ethnic and geographical diversity of
new students. Theconsultingfirm
will also help admissions find
ways to increase the number of
students living on-campus, toremain competitive and to spend financia l aid money effectively.
Rev. j ohnj. Shea, SJ., president,
said, "Not everyone thinks like a
Clevelander." He added that he
would like to reach out to other
parts of the country.
Travis also introduced a new
cooperative partnership between
jCU with Notre Dame College. A
painting class at Notre Dame College is being offered to JCU students and two Notre Dame professors are cur rent ly teaching atjCU.
john Carroll will be a member
of Ohio Link next fall, a program
which connects college libraries
in Ohio with a central database,
lending, and catalogue.
Financially, Travis added, the
university has enough money to,
"keep the physical plant going and
to have grounds that are the envy
of most visitors." The next capital
campaign that the university will
begin will benefit endowment and
a renovation for the Bohannon
Science Center.

A panel of eight Clevelandarea African American female
judges hosted an open forum
of discussion on legal matters,
race and prejudice.
The forum, "Justice in Living Color," sponsored by the
john Carroll University Office
of Multicultural Affairs, featured
justices,
Patricia
Blackmon, C. Ellen Connally,
Lillian Greene, Mable jasper,
Una
Kennon,
Shirley
Strickland Saffold, Angela
Stokes and Lynn Toler. Each
judge has had a long career in
the Cleveland legal system.
The justices discussed their
occupations and legal matters ,
and also responded to questions and comments about ra-

cial biases and prejudices.
The judges read a n essay by
Pulitzer Prize winner, John
Steinbeck, which addressed issues of racism against African
Americans in the late 1950's
The essay showed stereotypes that white Americans
held for African-Americans,
and the struggles and hardships that were placed on African-American children who
grew up at this time.
A skit was performed toreinforce how strong prejudices
and biases are in roday's society. The skit included audience members who had toreact and play into stereotypes
that were labeled on their hats.
The volunteers were unaware of what the labels said
had to guess what their stereo-

types were by the reaction of
the audience. The conclusions
were intended to show prejudices in soc iet y, not only abo ut
race relations , but also how
people view and treat each
other based on appearances.
Education was stressed as a
main factor in the fight against
prejudice.
"It takes a village to raise a
child and it is better to build a
child than repair an adult," said
Keenan.
The judges made clos1ng
statements to tie in "community" as the Important element
for peace and justice in the
battle against racism .
"We should learn to embrace
our differences , to r ise up and
come together for our nation,"
said Stokes.

Eight African-American women justices debate current racial issues
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News Briefs
Model UN wins bii;

The Model United Nations team won first ~ce at the Cleveland
National Model UN Conference at CWRU this past weekend The
team, comprised of juniors Aaron Lotlikar, jackie Bryk. Mike
LaFontaine, Nancy Berardinelli, and Jim Wisnieski, represented
jordan, Portugal, and Chile. They debated Issues involving.the current Security Council agenda, world health. and UN reform.

Dance Marathon
The Dance Marathon is returning to campus and needs couples to
dance. The twenty-siX hour dance will be held March 27 and 28. The
cost is fifty doUars per couple, and will benefit Catholic Charities.
Interested couples can sign-up in the Atri urn through next week.

Amensty International of JCU to sponsor concert
Amnesty International ofJohnCarroll Uni versirywill present The
P.LUS. Band with special guest, The Mayflies, Mar. 12 at 9'.30 at The
Rhythm Room; The P.LU.S. Band is a Scicfatly c=onscious band thatml.x:es meaningful messages into untraditional Reggae melodies. For
more information. contact JCU's Amnesty lnternatlonal president,
Louie Gabel at YJ7- 2502.
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Graduation speaker chosen
lila Quinones
Staff Reporter

Sister Mary Rose McGeady, an advocate for homeless and endangered children nationwide, has been
selected by Rev. John ]. Shea, S]., president, as john
Carroll University's 1998 commencement speaker.
McGeady, is the president and chief executive officerof CovenantHouse,which is the largest privatelyfunded child care agency in the United States.
This is not the first
time she has spoken at
] CU. She also spoke at
the annual Alumn i
Mass and Breakfast in
1990 and was invited
again because of her
moving story.
Covenant ·House
'=--=-=---=-~-:-:-=_.::::.-:-_. was founded in New
York City in 1972 and
has grown in the U.S. with chapters in Anchorage,
Atlantic City, Detroit, Fort Lauderdale, Houston, Los
Angeles, Newark, New Orleans, Orlando, and Wash-

Fr. Shea visits Ireland

Students take alternative spring break
Mitch Weiss

Megan Hetman

Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter

grow ing season in the winter, the population of the town swells from approximately
Thefirstthingthatcomestomindwhen 17,000 to more than 30,000. With housing
people go on spring break in Florida is in short supply, many of the migran ts live
sandy beaches and DisneyWorld. For a in expensive, overcrowded shacks. Mogroupofjohn Carroll students, this spring ments from some of the richest cities in
break is going to be different an alterna- Florida, immokalee is one of the poorest, a
rive spring break.
status that is notimproving.lnrecentyears,
Eight selected students will be travel- the town has seen many of the packing
ing to Immoka lee, FL., to assist people in plants that once helped support the city
the communi ty.
close and move to Mexico where labor is
Immokalee is a small commun ity near cheaper.
Naples consisting of Latin American refuSelection for participation is rigorous.
gee workers and poverty level Americans. · CaRdidatessubmitanapplication with two
The hveday trip will include providing essays about their volunteer service. They
aye reforl ocal ch1ldren,wor ing insoup areaso lnter ewed efor hefinalseleckitchens and distributing clothes to the tions are made.
needy. Daycare is especially important to
Volunteers are required to pay a small
the migrant workers because many chi!- fee for the trip. Most of the cost is covered
dren are left at home while their parents by the Center for Community Service and
the Alumni Association atjCU.
work in fields 10 hours a day.
"It's a good opportunity to share culThehelpisespeciallyneeded becauseof
tures and intermix with people from dif- cold weather in Florida. ln the past two
ferenlcultures," said the trip'scoordiantor years, nearly 20,000 migrant workers have
Dave Roth.
lost their jobs due to the freezing of crops.
ln this program, volunteers see the life Many of the migrant workers referto this as
of a migrant workerfirst hand. During the the big freeze.

ing ton, D.C.; and outside the U.S. to Toronto,
Vancouver, Guatemala, Honduras, and Mexico.
During l997,Cove nant House provided residential and non-residential services to over 48,000
youth. Covenant House's hotline received almost
87,000 crisis calls from children worldwide.
McGeady, a Daughter of Charity of St Vincent
de Paul, began her work at Brooklyn Catholic Charities, where she has held many positions, including
director of the Learning Center for Exceptional
Children and director of mental health services.
McGeady founded Bushwick Human Service
Center, a community-based crisis and advocacy
center. McGeady has also been executive director
of the Kennedy Child Study Center in New York
City and provincial of the Daughters of Charity.
Cominuinghermissionarywork,McGeadycurrently lives with her community in Brooklyn.
"There are thousands of kids, who are so
despara te and live in such awful situations, that the
only way they will ever find help and hope is to
leave home," said McGeady, stressing the importance of youth shelters.

The Emerald Isle of the North Sea will
be hosting dignitarites from near! y fifty
American colleges next week. Rev.johnj.
Shea,SJ., president, will be among them for
the week long tour.
The Business Education Initiative Study
Tour, will highlight the economic growth
and developmental possibilities of Ireland.
"They would like us to come at their expense," said Shea.
The tour highlights various Irish
uni veristies.
The Business Education lnitiati ve(B.E.l.)
span rs udents from orthern treland
and its border counties to study busmessat
christian related American universities for
one year.
Through this program, Irish students
have the opportunity to learn international
business and management skills and to
gain valuable American contacts. ln turn,
American students can gain a better understanding of Irish affairs and culture.
According to Shea, the foreign students
"add an international flavor to JCU.'

Cur rently,JCU hosts two Irish students,
juniors Calm Faulker and Allyson Hunter.
Although it has been hard to adjust to a
new system of education, Hunter feels the
experience has been very worthwhile.
"It is an amazing opportunity to broaden
your horizons and meet a variety of different people" Hunter said.

Rev. John J. Shea, SJ.

If you call Pittsburgh home
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Agents seek suspect in clinic bombing
Katie M. Goetz
.
.
Staff Reporter
Federal agentscontmued thetr
searc h of th e Non h Ca roli na
mountams Satu rday for Enc Roben Rudolph, who was officially
made a suspect in the january 29
born bmg of an Alabama abortion
chmc.
U.S. AttorneyGe neral Douglas
Jones told news sources Saturday
that Rudolph became a suspect
af te r agentssetzed evtd ence from
hts truck, tratler home and starage space.
There is a $100,000 reward for
Rudolph , who was last seenjanuary 30 m hi s hometown of
Murph y, S.C., buying fast food and
renting a video, according to AP
sources.
Rudolph had been living in a
trailerfivemilesfromtheMartin's
Creek area where his truck was
found over the weekend, reported
the Washington Post.
When hunters found hisabancloned 1989 gray Nissan pick up
truck last week, Rudolph was being sought as a materia l witn ess
of the bombing of the New
Woman All Women Clinic in Birmingham, Ala.
The search is based in Murphy,
SC., which is located in Cherokee
County - a mountainous area
whose rough terrain has recently
become popular for survivalists
with ant i-government sentiments,
according to recent Washmgton
Post reports.
Most of these survivalists live
alone in isolated fortified compou nds, which may be assisting
Rudolph in his effort to flee. "That's
his home and that 's probably
where he's mosrcomfortab1e,"said
joe Lewis, special agent in charge
of Birmingham, according to AP
reports.
Stating that, "It's too early to
know if [the born ber]acted alone,"
FBI agents warned that anyone
assisting Rudolph could also face
prosecution, accordin g to the
Wa shington Post.
Although he has no known
criminal record,Rudolph 's history
is marked with his support of
right-wing leaders such as Nord
Davis. Davis is the founder of
North point Tactical, an anti-government clan which is based in
the North Carolina mountains,the
Wash ington Post reported.
Rudolph also supports the
Christian Id entity moveme nt
which cultivates anti -Semitic,
anti-black and ami-government
thinking, according to the Wa shington Post.
lt is the Christian Identity
movement which may link the
Alabama bombing to the bombing of a gay bar, an abortion clinic
and perhaps the Centenni al

Olympic Parkbombingin Atlanta.
"These are all the chief enemies
of Chrisuan Ide ntity ... It's no surprise at all thatthese groupswould
be attacked by th e same group or
person," said Mark Potok, spokesman fortheSouthernPovertyLaw
Center whic h trac ks extremis ts
groups, reported the Birmi ngham
Post-Herald.
Although a loose-knitextremist group known as "The Army of
God" claimed respo nsi bility for
the two abortion clinic bombings
and the gay bar bombing, officials
maintained th at the link is still
"an open ~uestion," news sources
reported.
Murphy's weekly newspaper,
The Cherokee Scout,receiveda letter last week allegedly sem by
Army of God which read, "Be advised: The Army of God is more
than one," in capital letters written with red ink, according to the
Wa shington Post.
Although the letters claiming
responsibilit y for the Atlanta
bombing were written in black
ink, they were written in a block -

letter style si mllar to last weeks
letter, according to news sources.
The born bs used in each explosion were also st mJiar naH-Iaden,
home-made devices in some sort
of package, reported the Was hington Post.
The search for Rudolph has
brought over JOO federa l agents
from across the country to
Murphy, according to the Was hington Post, causi ng one localresident to complain, "I feel like I've
lost my freedom."
JamesCavanaugh,Chief of the
Federal Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms in Bir~ingham, apologized to residents, admining that, "We have inconvenienced a lot of people" with a
search that has included surroundingvehiclesand homes,thus
frightening their occupants, reported the Wa shington Post.
Cavanaugh told Pos t reporters,
"We have found that Eric IS an intelligentperson,he'saveteran,and
he knows what I'm saying is the
best way to resolve this situation:
for him to call us and come in."

Violent protest is nothing new
The 1993 murder of abortion doctor David Gunn by an
anti-abortion protester encouraged more doctors to report incidents of violence, according
to the California Abortion and
Reproductive Rights Action
League (CARRAU.
Such high profile cases such
as Gunn's raised public awareness of increasing abortion
clinic violence, however, viole nce has surrounded the abor-

abortion clinics in the U.S.
Since 1977, almost 34,000
people were arrested for blockading abortion clinics.
Some anti-abort ion groups
have come out in support of
violent protest. After Gunn's
murder, CARRAL quoted Don
Treshman , Rescue America
leader,assaying,"WhileGunn's
death is unfortunate, it's also
tr ue that quite a number of babces' lives will be saved"

tiondeGatesince Roe Y.- Wade.

f()-Cfttm:e Ol'gll'llizllriOJJ5

The National Abortion Federation CNAF) reported since
the year of Gunn's murder, 951
acts of violence and 18,584 acts
of disruption we re reponed
aga inst aborti on providers
ac ross the country.
Violent incidents included
crimes such as murder, assault,
bombing and stalking. Disruptive incidents included hate
mail and phone calls, bomb
threats and picketing.
In 1997 alone , NAF estimated there were91 violentacts
and 7651 disruptive acts at

are not the only groups speaking out against clinic violence.
Pro- life groups such as the Nationa l Righ t to Life Committee
(NRLC) and the National Coalition for Life aRd Peace oppose
the use of violent protest.
On a press release issued after the Birmingham,Aia.,clinic
bombing, NRLC executive director David N. O'Steer said,
"The pro-li(e movement works
to protect the right to life and
to restore respect for human life.
Violence opposes that goal."
-Sara E. Buss
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President Clinton told the nation Tuesday if Saddam Hussein
continued to ref use access to U.N. Weapons inspectors, he was
prepared to use force. While Clinton admitted a military strike
could not destroy all of Iraq's weapons of mass destruction, he
said action by the U.S. would leave Hussein less able to threaten
the world and his neighbors with his arsenal Clinton stressed
at this point, it was up to Hussein to end the crisis in Iraq. and he
still favored a diplomatic solution.

Bcmtian Serbs SUI'IaJder to UN.
The first Bosnian Serbs to turn themselves in voluntarily to the
U.N.warcrimestribunalpleadnotguiltyTuesdaytothepersecution
of Croats and Muslims. UN. prosecutors alleged that Miroslav
Tadic and MilanSimiccontributed toexpelling hundredsof CroatS
and Muslims from their homes in the town of Bosanski Samac,
Bosnia, in 1992 Tadic and Simic are two of six men Lhe UN
indicted for the Bosanski Samac incident. The men mamtained
they are innocent, and they turned themselves in to clear their
names. After years of ignoring the war crimes tribunal's orders,
their surrender signified a willingness to cooperate, according to
Cheif Prosecutor Louise Arbour.

]wy finds Zamora guiltyci murder
Diane Zamora was foundgullryof capiralmurderforthe killing of
16-year-tJld Adriannejones on Tuesday. In September of 1996,
Zamora and her then fiance David Graham, killed jones because
Zamora was jealous of jones' one-time sexual encounter with
Graham. While Zamora was a student at the U.S. Naval Academy,
GrahamwasastudentattheAirForceAcademy.Zamoraconfessed
to helping murderjones,butlater told thejury she was not involved.
Zamora's attorneys portrayed her as a victim of mental and sexual
abuse Zamora testified sheoriginally confessedtoprotectGraham.
because she thought Graham still had a future in the Air Forte.
Graham is up for triallaterthls year. His attorneys plan roaskfor
a change of venue due to the extensive media coverage.

Attorney General Janet Reno approved a special prostcuror to
examine charges that Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt gave false
testimony toCongressconcerningalleged campaign fund raising
abuses The conrroversy centers around whether or not Babbitt
denied a casino license to a Wisconsin Indian Tribe because a rival
tribe was a significant donor to the Democratioc Party in 1996.
PresidentCiimonhas publiclygivenhissupporttoBabbitt,stating
he is a 'man of the highestintegrityand dedicated public servant'
This is the fourth independent counsel investigation sinceC1imon
took off ice.

\\t>rld Briefs we recompiled bySaraE.&w. World News Editor. with the aid ofInternet sources.
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News Briefs
Model UN wins big
The Model United Nations team won first place at the Oeveland
National Model UN Conference at CWRU this past weekend The
team, comprised of juniors Aaron Lotlikar, jackie Bryk. Mike
LaFontaine, Nancy Berardinelli, and Jim Wisnieski, represented
Jordan, Portugal, and Chile. They debated issues involving the current Security Council agenda, world health, and UN re£orm. ·

Dance Marathon
The Dance Marathon is returning to campus and needs couples to
dance. The twenty-six hour dance wil1 be held March 27 and 28. The
cost is fifty dollars per couple, and will benefit Catholic Charities.
Interested couples can sign-up in the Atrium through next week.

Amensty International of JCU to sponsor concert
Amnesty International of]ohn Carroll University will present The
P.LU.S. Band with special guest, The Mayflies, Mar. 12 at 9'.30 at The
Rbythm Room: The P.LU.S. Band is'a 50cfally ~onsclous band that
mixes meaningful messages into untraditional Reggae melodies. For
more luformatlon, contact JCU's Amnesty International president,
Louie Gabel at 397-2502.
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Graduation speaker chosen
lila Quinones
Staff Reporter

Sister Mary Rose McGeady, an advocate for homeless and endangered children nationwide, has been
selected by Rev. john]. Shea, SJ., president, as john
Carroll University's 1998 commencement speaker.
McGeady, is the president and chief executive officerof CovenantHouse, which is the largest privatelyfunded child care agency in the United States.
This is not the first
time she has spoken at
]CU. She also spoke at
the annual Alumni
Mass and Breakfast in
1990 and was invited
again because of her
moving story.
Covenant ·House
Sr-Mary Rose McGeady
was founded in New
York City in 1972 and
has grown in the U.S. with chapters in Anchorage,
Atlantic City, Detroit, Fort Lauderdale, Houston, Los
Angeles, Newark, New Orleans, Orlando, and Wash-

Fr. Shea visits Ireland

Students take alternative spring break
Mitch Weiss
Staff Reporter
The first thing that comes to mind when
people go on spring break in Florida is
sandy beaches and DisneyWorld. For a
group of john Carroll students, this spring
break is going to be different an altern ative spring break.
Eight selected students will be traveling to Immokalee, FL., to assist people in
the community.
lmmokalee is a small community near
Naples consisting of Latin American refugee workers and poverty level Ameriean3.
TheHvedaytripwil\includeproviding
ay areforlocalchil r n,wor inginsoup
kitchens and distr ibuting clothes to the
needy. Daycare is especially important to
the migrant workers because many children are left at home while their parents
work in fields lO hours a day.
"It's a good opportunity to share cultures and intermix with people from different cultures," said the trip's coordiantor
Dave Roth.
ln this program, volunteers see the life
of a migrant worker first hand. During the

growing season in the winter, the populationof the town swellsfromapproximately
17,000 to more than 30,000. With housing
in short supply, many of the migrants live
in expensive, overcrowded shacks. Moments from some of the richest cities in
Florida, lm mokalee is one of the poorest, a
status that is not improving. lnrecenryears,
the town has seen many of the packing
plants that once helped support the city
close and move to Mexico where labor is
cheaper.
Selection for participation is rigorous.
CaRdidatessubmitanapplicationwithtwo .
essays about their volunteer service. They
are a so lnte viewe
fore t e final
ctions are made.
Volunteers are required to pay a small
fee for the trip. Most of the cost is covered
by the Center for Community Service and
the Alumni Association atJCU.
The help is especially needed because of
cold weather in Florida. In the past two
years, nearly 20,000 migrant workers have
lost their jobs due to the freezing of crops.
Many of them igrant workers refer to this as
the big freeze.

ington, D.C.; and outside the U.S. to Toronto,
Vancouver, Guatemala, Honduras, and Mexico.
During 1997, Covenant House provided residential and non-residential services to over 48,000
youth. Covenant House's hotline received almost
87,000 crisis calls from children worldwide.
McGeady, a Daughter of Charity of St Vincent
de Pau 1, began her work atBrooklynCatholic Charities, where she has held many positions, i ncl ud ing
director of the Learning Center for Exceptional
Children and director of mental health services.
McGeady founded Bushwick Human Service
Center, a community-based crisis and advocacy
center. McGeady has also been executive director
of the Kennedy Child Study Center in New York
City and provincial of the Daughters of Charity.
Continuinghermissionarywork,McGeadycurrently lives with her community in Brooklyn.
"There are thousands of kids, who are so
despara te and live in suchawfulsituations, that the
only way they will ever find help and hope is to
leave home," said McGeady, stressing the importance of youth shelters.

Megan Hetman
Staff Reporter
The Emerald Isle of the North Sea will
be hosting dignitarites from nearly fifty
American colleges next week. Rev. john].
Shea, SJ., president, will be among them for
the week long tour.
The Business Education Initiative Study
Tour, will highlight the economic growth
and developmental possibilities of Ireland.
"They would like us to come at their expense," said Shea.
The tour highlights various Irish
uni veristies.
The Business Education lnitiative(B.E.l.)
nsors udents from Northern Ireland
and its border counties to study business at
christian related American universities for
one year.
Through this program, Irish students
have theopportunity to learn international
business and management skills and to
gain valuable American contacts. ln turn,
American students can gain a better understanding of Irish affairs and culture.
According to Shea, the foreign students
"add an international flavor to JCU.'

Currently,JCU hosts two Irish students,
juniors Colm Faulker and Allyson Hunter.
Although it has been hard to adjust to a
new system of education, Hunter feels the
experience has been very worthwhile.
"It is an amazingopporrunityto broaden
your horizons and meet a variety of different people" Hunter said.

Rev. John J. Shea, SJ.
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Agents seek suspect in clinic bombing
Katie M. Goetz
Staff Reporter
.
.
Federal agents connnued the1r
search of the North Carol1na
moun tams Saturday for Enc Roberr Rudolph, who was officially
made a suspect m the january 29
bombmgof an Alabama abortion
chmc.
U.S. Attorney General Douglas
jones told news sources Saturday
that Rudolph became a suspect
after agents sw:ed ev1dence from
h1s truck, trader home and storage space
There is a $100,000 reward for
Rudolph, who was last seenjanuar y 30 in hi s hometown of
Murphy,S.C.,buyingfastfoodand
renring a video, according to AP
sources.
Rudolph had been living in a
trailer five miles from the Martin's
Creek area where his truck was
found over the weekend, reponed
the Washington Post.
When hunters found his abancloned 1989 gray Nissan pickup
truck last week , Rudolph was being sought as a material witness
of the bombing of the New
Woman All Women Clinic in Birmingham, Ala.
The search is based in Murphy,
SC., which is located in Cherokee
County - a mountainous area
whose rough terrain has recently
become popular for survivalists
withanti-governmentsentiments,
according to recent Washington
Post reports.
Most of these survivalists live
alone in isolated fortified compounds, which may be assisting
Rudolph in his effort to flee. "That's
his home and that 's probably
where he's most com fonable," said
Joe Lewis, special agent in charge
of Birmingham, according to AP
reports.
Stating that, "It's too early to
knowif[the bomber] acted alone,"
FBI agents warned that anyone
assisting Rudolph could also face
prosecution, according to the
Washington Post.
Although he has no known
crimina I record, Rudolph's history
is marked with his support of
right-wing leaders such as Nord
Davis. Davis is the founder of
North point Tactical, an anti-government clan which is based in
the North Carol ina moun tams, the
Washington Post reported.
Rudolph also supports the
Christian Identity movement
which cultivates anti-Semitic ,
anti-black and anti-government
thinking, according to the Washington Post.
It is the Christian Identity
movement which may link the
Alabama bombing to the bombing of a gay bar, an abortion clinic
and perhaps the Centennial

OlympicParkbombinginAtlanta.
"These areal! the chief enemies
of Christian Identity ... It's no surpriseatallthatthesegroupswould
be attacked by the same group or
person," said Mark Potok, spokesman for the Southern Poverty Law
Center which tracks extremists
groups, reponed the Birmingham

Post-Herald.
Although a loose-kni textrem ist group known as "The Army of
God" claimed responsibility for
the two abortion clinic bombings
and the gay bar bombing,officials
maintained that the link is still
"an open 'question," news sources
reported.
Murphy's weekly newspaper,
The Cherokee Scout,receiveda letter last week allegedly sent by
Army of God which read, "Be advised: The Army of God is more
than one," in capital letters written with red ink, according to the

Washington Post.
A!though the let ters claiming
responsibility for the Atlanta
bombing were written in black
ink, they were written in a block -

letter style s1milar to last weeks
letter, according to news sources.
The bombs used in eachexplosion were also sim1lar naJI-Iaden,
home-made devices in some sort
of package, reponed the Washington Post.
The search for Rudolph has
brought over 100 federal agents
from across the country to
Murphy, according to the Wa hingtonPost,causingone local resident to complain, "l feel like I've
lost my freedom."
jamesCavanaugh,Chief of the
Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms in Birmingham, apologized to residents, admitring that, "We have inconvenienced a lot of people" with a
search that has included surroundingvehiclesandhomes,thus
frightening their occupants, reported the Washington Post.
Cavanaugh told Post reporters,
"We have found that Eric IS an intelligent person ,he'sa veteran, and
he knows wh at I'm saying is the
best way to resolve this situation:
for him to call us and come in."

Violent protest is nothing new
The 1993 murder of abortion doctor David Gunn by an
anti-abortion protester encouraged more doctors to report incidents of violence, according
tot he California Abortion and
Reproductive Rights Action
League (CARRAL)
Such high profile cases such
as Gunn's raised public awareness of increasing abortion
clinic violence, however, violence has surrounded th e abortion- ebate since oe v. Wade
The National Abortion Federation (NAP) reported since
the year of Gunn's murder, 951
acts of violence and 18,584 acts
of disruption were reported
against abortion providers
across the country.
Violent incidents included
crimes such as murder, assault,
born bing and stalking. Disruptive incidents included hate
mail and phone calls, bomb
threats and picketing.
1n 1997 alone, NAF estimatedtherewere91 violentacts
and 7651 disruptive acts at

abortion clinics in the U.S.
Since 1977, almost 34,000
people were arrested for blockading abortion clinics.
Some anti-abortion groups
have come out in support of
violent protest. After Gunn's
murder, CARRAL quoted Don
Treshman, Rescue America
leader, assaying, "While Gun n's
death is unfortunate, it's also
true that quite a number of babies' lives will be saved."
oit:e- mpnizations
are not the only groups speaking out against clinic violence.
Pro-life groups such as the National Right to Life Committee
(NRLC) and the National Coalition for Life a Ad Peace oppose
the use of violent protest.
On a press release issued after the Birmingham, Ala ., clinic
bombing, NRLC executive director David N. O'Steer said,
"The pro-li[e movement works
to protect the right to life and
to restore respect for human life.
Violence opposes that goal."

-Sara E. Buss
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Jury finds Zamora guilty d murder
DianeZamorawasfoundguiltyofcapitalmurderforthekillingof
16-year-old Adriannejones on Tuesday. In September of 1996,
Zamora and her then fiance David Graham, killed jones because
Zamora was jealous of jones' one·time sexual encounter with
Graham. While Zamora was a student at the U.S Naval Academy,
Graham wasastudentattheAir Force Academy. Zamora confessed
to helping murderjones, but later told the jury she was not involved.
Zamora's attorneys portrayed her as a victim of mental and sexual
abuse. Zamora testified sheoriginallyconfessed to protect Graham.
because she thought Graham still had a future in the Air force.
Graham is up for trial later this year. His attorneys plan roasltfor
a change of venue due to the extensive media coverage.

Attorney General Janet Reno app-oved a sptcial prosecutor to
examine charges that Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt gave false
testimony toCongressconcemingalleged campaignf und raising
abuses The controversy centers around whether or not Babbin
denied a casino license to a Wisconsin Indian Tribe because a rival
tribe was a significant donor to the Democratioc Party in 1996.
President Clinton has publicly given hissupJX>rt to Babbitt,stating
he is a 'man of the highes[ integrity and dedicated public servant'
This is the fourth independent counsel investigation since Clinton
took office.

WorldBriefswerecompilt:dbySaraE.&ss, WorldNewsEditor, wilh the aidoflnternet sources.
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Bamian Serbs surrender to UN.
The first Bosnian Serbs to turn themselves in voluntarily to the
U.N. warcrimestribunal plead notguiltyTuesdaytothepersecution
of Croats and Muslims. UN. prosecutors alleged that Mlroslav
Tadic and MilanSimiccontributed toexpelling hundreds of Croats
and Muslims from their homes in the town of Bosanski Samac,
Bosnia, in 1992 Tadic and Simic arc two of six men the UN
indicted for the Bosanski Samac lncident The men maintained
they are innocent, and they turned themselves in to clear their
names. After years of ignoring the war crimes tribunal's orders,
their surrender signified a willingness to cooperate, according to
Cheif Prosecutor Louise Arbour.

..
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Clinton willing to use force in Iraq
President Clinton told the nation Tuesday 1f Saddam Hussein
continued to ref use access to U.N. Weapons inspectors, he was
prepared lOuse force. While Clinton admitted a military strike
could not destroy all of Iraq's weapons of mass destruction, he
said action by the U.S. would leave Hussein less able to 1hreaten
the world and his neighbors with his arsenal Clinton stressed
at this point, it was up to Hussein to end the crisis in Iraq. and he
still favored a diplomatic solution.
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Harvest of hope: JCU sophomore·s efforts
lead community food drive
Colleen Masny
Staff Reporter

A recent discovery by Tom O'Konowitz aoo Meagan Lynch

We were hungry. The big red letters summoned us. "MARRIOTT." That meansfood,our stomachs said.
We walked up to the entrance to read the menu boards. Linguini with vegetables in herb garlic oil, lobster
with red clam sauce, chicken with porta bello mushroomglaze... mmm...
]ustthen,a man in a tuxedo approached us with a smile and said, "Goodevening. and welcome. Will you bejoiningus this evening?"
We to ld him that we were just looking.
"Well we certainly hope you choose us," he said in a very inviting tone.
Wait a minute. This can't be right Marriott is the place where we get yelled at if we forget our identification cards. Marriott is
where we have to get in a cattle line to be served dinner. And linguini with vegetables in herbgarlicoil? lsn't that supposed to be meat
loaf surpnse?

When we were ready to be seated, a hostess asked us if we would like to be seated in the smoking or nonsmoking section. She asked

if we would like a booth or a table.

Be seated? By a hostess? Where's Shirley? Marr~o~t i~ s~pposed to be the place where we have to fend for ourselves and hope we
can beat someone to that last table m the corner. Th1s 1sn t nght. There 1s nosmokmgsection! And a booth? Well , we can on! y dream.

As we were led to our d1 mly lit table. we nottced cloth napfnns and tablecloths, background music and a quiet atmosphere.
Hold on a second. The Mamott we know only uses candles an~ tablecloths on holidays. And the background music is a far cry
from the pledges that occasiOnally sere?ade. A. qutet atmosphere IS unheard of in the land of food fights and unruly f reshrnen.
By now we thought somethmg was a little wet rd. But after we were presented with a wine list, our suspicions were confirmed.
This ~an't be Marriott. We're used to the drink machines being turned off early, out of your favorite beverage or lacking
carbona non .
Asj~rthe meal, well, it pretty much goes without saying. Instead of wantingsomethingfrom the Inn Between in only an hours time,

we dectded on dessert. A chocolate-lover's heaven, and we didn't have to worryaboutfindingM&M's in the hot fudge or sprinkles in the
mel.
What's going on? Who are these people that rn ysteriously appear and clear away our plates? What happened to the conveyor belt?
As we left dinner completely satisfied, we realized why everything seemed too good to be true. We knew the sign said
the sign said Beachwood. It wasn'tourcampusdining hall, butfora subtle price difference, well,Ithink we made our

ATTENTION JENIOR CLAJS:
MILLOR ORATOR INFORMATION
TH& MILLOR ORATOR SPEAKS AS THE REPRESENTATIVE
FOR THE CiRADUATINCi CLASS AT COMMENCEMENT.
0 The Millor Orator must be graduating and participating
in ceremonies in May.
0 Applications will be sent to each senior and also may be obtained
in the Student Life Office (see Secretary, Cathy Kraynak)
0 All applications and a typed ropy of your speech must be received
in the Student Ufe Office by Friday, Februaty 27, 1998 by noon.
0 Auditions will be scheduled March 11 and March 12 at 5:00p.m.
in the Dean's Conference Room (located across from Fr. Richie's office)
If you have any questions, you may contact either
Lisa Heckman, director of student activities, at ext 4288,
or Lisa VIscusi. senior class president, at ext 5144.

"Needy people are needy all yea r round,"
said sophomore Melanie Shaka rian. "When
I came to john Carroll I was surprised to
learn there weren't any food drives during
Lent," she said. That is what prompted
Shakarian to start the Harvest for Hunger
campaign last year at Carroll.
Coming to Carroll from St. Augustine
High School in Lakewood, Ohio, Shakarian
had some previous experience working with
Harvest for Hunger.
Harvest for Hunger, the third largest food
drive of its type in the nation, was founded
in 1992. It is a local e£fon that feeds the
hungry in 19 area counties, and all donations stay in the donor's own community.
During her freshman year, Shakarian
realized that the Student Union Operation
F.O.C.U.S. sponsors a food drive around
Thanksgiving, but there were no similar
efforts in the spring. She talked with Tasha
Ferguson in Ca mpus Ministry and began
organizing a Ha rvest for Hunger program
at Carroll. "It was a huge project for a freshman to take on, but since I had participated
in highschooL it just seemed to make sense
for me to want to continue it in college,"
Shakarian said.
The first Harvest for Hunger campaign
began on a small scale. It consisted of a oneweek food drive in March,duri.ng which 40
volunteers canvassed the neighborhoods
surround ing the university and collected
nonper ishable food items and money. The
drive resulted in the collection of nearly
200 pounds of food and over $600, which,
"was pretty impressive for our inaugural
effort," according to Shakarian
Not only has Shakarian successfully
implemented the Harvest for Hunger program at John CarrolL She is also on the
SdiObt's
Oi&D lUte,
ch
hosted the School's Leadership Training on
jan. 29. Over 200 students from local grade
schools and high schools, along with their
teachers, attended this workshop which
aidsstuden ts in developing leadershi pskills
an d c ommunity awareness by planning
school service projects. "Students learned
how to run successfulfood drives and heard
about which techniques work best,"
Shakarian said. "The session was followed
by lunch and a campus tour." WEWS
NewsChannel 5 reporter Jim Hooley covered the event.
For her efforts, Shakarian received the
Campion Service Award. "I was totally surprised and extremely honored when I
learned I had won the award," she said. "The

Concetta Difiore
Year: Fre shman
Major. Elementary Education
Zodiac Sign: Libra

It takes a village: A group of JCU volunteers pose after Harvest for Hunger's
grade school and high school leadership training program held on Jan.19. From
left to right: Molly Slota, Matt Jackson, Meggan Babcock, Jen Doubrara. Melanie
Shakarian, Chrissy Sullivan aoo Heather Tsavaris.
recognition of my initiative was encouraging." The money won helped to fund the
program. "I donated a large portion of the
award money to Campus Ministry to be
used for Harvest for Hunger," she said.
This year, the second annualjCU Harvest for Hunger campaign has expanded to
a full month. Thecampaigndatesrunfrom
March 9 through April 4. Food will be
collected in the residence hall lobbies every
Wednesday night during March from 8 to
10 p.m. On Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m., volunteers w ill collect food and money from the
off -campus community by canvassing Io-

nity collecting food on March 15,22 and 29.
Presently, the Harvest for Hunger campaignisstill initsorga nizationalstage. Brief
meetings are held every Thursday at 7:45
outside the Student Union office. "Right
now, we are making signs and trying to get
interested people to volunteer," Shakarian
said. She expects even more volunteers this
year since, "many of the sororities and fra ternities need service projects and the cam paign coincides with pledging." lnformationa! newsletters have been sen t to pledge
masters and campus leaders
Shakarian is very enthusiastic about th~

------~
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"This year is more of a community ef- people as possible involved. "We already
haveagoodnumberof
volunteers
for March ,
fort," Shakarian said. "The students will
but
we
are
always
looking
for
more
." If inwork in conjunction with University
Height s." The Carroll campaign coincides terested in helping with Harvest for Hunwith the local Harvest for Hunger cam- ger, you can come to the meetings or conMelanie
Shakarian
at
paign, and Carroll will be the main drop- tact
mshakarian@jcvaxajcu.ed
u.
off forthecity. Shakarian has worked closely
Shakarian pia ns to promote Harvest for
with Walter Stinson, community relations
Hunger
for the rest of her years at Carroll
director of University Heights. "Melanie
and
is
hopeful
the project will continue
carne in to see us a couple of weeks ago on
behalf of Harvest for Hunger," Stinson said. even after she graduates. "Admissions has
He explained that City Hall will be avail- informed me that people from Cleveland
able to residents during March for donation high schools who are active with their own
drop-offs. "In our city's monthly bulletin schools' Harvest for Hunger cam paignswill
for March, we are going to try to incorporate be attending John Carroll. There is some
a paragraph informing residents that stu- strong leadershipcoming up,and the project
dents will be going through the commu- should continue into the future.

What is the last movie you saw
in the theater. Titamc. I thought it
was really good, except the guy I saw
it with wouldn't stop talking.

What is your best memory
from the summer?: Going to Italy
with my cousin Anna. It was the best
three weeks of the summer.
Biggest pet peeve: When people
call me "Connie."
Favorite vacation spot: The
beach in Italy. The weather IS always
beautiful and the people are fnendly.
Favorite chocolate candy: Twix
What movie do you want to

see next in the theater: The
Wedding S1nger
What kind of music do you
country.

What soap opera do you hate
to miss?: General Hosp1tol, because
I've been watch1ng it for so long.

What do you usually sing in the
shower?: Puff Daddy
What is one thing that you
can't get through school
without?: Lots of sleep.
What one word do people
usually use to describe you:?
Happy

Favorite fruit juice flavor:

HELP WANTED
The Chicken Bone
Bar and Grill
is ·lookl.ng ·' for ·tearri.
merrbers to work
at the first location
in Cleveland.
Please call 382-8898
to set up an interview.
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Harvest of hope: JCU sophomore·s efforts
lead community food drive
Colleen Masny
Staff Reporter

A recent discovery by Tom O'Konowitz and Meagan Lynch

We were hungry. The big red letters sum maned us. "MAR RIOTT." That means food, our stomachs said.
We walked up to the entrance to read the menu boards. Linguini with vegetables in herb garlic oil, lobster
with red clam sauce, chicken with portabello mushroomgla.u ... mmm ...
Just then, a man in a tuxedo approached us with a smile and said, "Good evening, and welcome. Will you be joining us this evening7"
We told him that we wer-e just looking.
·
"Well we certainly hope you choose us: he said in a very inviting tone.
Wait a minute. This can't be right. Marriott is the place where we get yelled at if we forget our identification cards. Marriott is
where we ~ave to get in a cattle line to be served dinner. And linguini with vegetables in herb garlic oil? Isn't that supposed to be meat
loaf surpnse?

When we were ready to be seated, a hostess asked us if we would like to be seated in the smoking or nonsmoking section She asked
·
Be seated? By a hostess? Where's Shirley? Marr~o~t i: supposed to the place where we have to fend for ourselves and hope we

if we would like a booth or a table.

?e

can beat someone to that last table m the corner. Thts tsn t nght. There ts no smoking section! And a booth? Well, we can on Iy dream.

As we were led to our dtmly ltt t.able, we nottced clot h napktns and tablecloths, background music and a quiet atmosphere.
Hold on a second. The ~arnon we know only uses candles and tablecloths on holidays. And the background music is a far cry
from the pledges that occast~nally serenade. A qutet atmosphere 15 unheard of m the land of food fights and unruly freshmen .
By _now w~ thought somethtn~ was a httle wetrd: But after we were presented with a wine list, our suspicions were confirmed.
Thts cant be Marnott. Were used to the dnnk machmes bemg turned off early, out of your favorite beverage or lacking
carbonatlon.

Asf?rthe meal, well, it pretty much goes without saying. Instead of wantingsomethingfrom the Inn Between in only an hours time,
wedeodedondessert. A chocolate-lover's heaven, and we didn't have to worryaboutfindingM&M's in the hotfudgeorsprinkies in the
caramel.
What's going on? Who are these people that mysteriously appear and clearawayourplates? What happened to the conveyor belt?

As we left dinner completely satiified, we r~alized why ev~rything seemed too good to be true. We knew the sign said M
the sJgnsaJdBeach wood. It wasn tourcampusdmtng hal!, butforasubtle price difference, well,Ithink we madeou

"Needy people are needy all year round ,"
said sophomore Melanie Shakarian. "When
I came to john Carroll I was surprised to
learn there weren't any food drives during
Lent," she said. That is what prompted
Shakarian to start the Harvest for Hunger
campaign last year at Carroll.
Coming to Carroll from St Augustine
High School in Lakewood, Ohio, Shakarian
had somepreviousexperience working with
Harvest for Hunger.
Harvest for Hunger, the third largest food
drive of its type in the nation, was founded
in 1992. It is a local effort that feeds the
hungry in 19 area counties, and all donations stay in the donor's own community.
During her freshman year, Shakarian
realized that the Student Union Operation
F.O.C.U.S. sponsors a food drive around
Thanksgiving, but there were no similar
efforts in the spring. She talked with Tasha
Ferguson in Campus Ministry and began
organizing a Harvest for Hunger program
at Carroll. "It was a huge project for a fresh man to take on, but since I had participated
in high school, it just seemed to make sense
for me to want to continue it in college,"
Shakarian said.
The first Harvest for Hunger campaign
began on as mall scale. It consisted of a oneweek food drive in March, during which 40
volunteers canvassed the neighborhoods
surrounding the university and collected
nonperishable food items and money. The
drive resulted in the collection of nearly
200 pounds of food and over $600, which,
"was pretty impressive for our inaugural
effort," according to Shakaria n.
Not only has Shakarian success£ u ll y
implemented the Harvest for Hunger program at John Carroll. She is also on the

THE MILLOR ORATOR SPEAKS AS THE REPRESENTATIVE
FOR THE GRADUATING CLASS AT COMMENCEMENT.
0 The Millor Orator must be graduating and participating
in ceremonies in May.
0 Applications will be sent to each senior and also may be obtained
in the Student life Office (see~ Cathy Kraynak)
0 All applications and a typed copy of your speech must be received
in the Student Ufe Office by Friday, February 27, 1998 by noon.

0 Auditions will be scheduled March 11 and March 12 at 5:00p.m.
in the Dean S Conference Room (located across from Fr. Richie's office)
1

If you have any questions, you may amtact either
Lisa Heckman, director of student activities, at ext. 4288,
or Lisa VtscusL senior class president, at ext. 5144.

It takes a village: A group of JCU volunteers pose after Harvest for Hunger's
grade school and high school leadership training program held on Jan.19. From
left to right: Molly Slota, Matt Jackson, Meggan Babcock, Jen Doubrara, Melanie
Shakarian, Chrissy Sullivan and Heather Tsavaris.
recognition of my initiative was encouraging." The money won helped to fund the
program. "I donated a large portion of the
award money to Campus Ministry to be
used for Harvest for Hunger," she said.
This year, the second annualjCU Harvest for Hunger campaign has expanded to
a full month. The campaign dates run from
March 9 through April 4. Food will be
collected in the residence halllobbiesevery
Wednesday night during March from 8 to
10 p.m. On Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m., volunteers will collect food and money from the
off-ca mpus community by canvassing lo-

nity collecting food on March 15,22 and 29.
Presently, the Harvest for Hunger campaign is still in itsorganizationalstage. Brief
meetings are held every Thursday at 7·45
outside the Student Union office. "Right
now, we are making signs and trying to get
interested people to volunteer," Shakarian
said. She expects even more volunteers this
year since, "many of the sororities and fraternities need service projects and the campaign coincides with pledging." Informational newsletters have been sent to pledge
masters and cam pus leaders.
Shakarian is veryenthusiastic about the

"This year is more of a community efhosted the School's Leadership Training on
fort,"
Shakarian said. "The students will
Jan. 29 Over 200 students from local grade
schools and high schools, along with their work in conjunction with University
teachers, attended this workshop which Heights." The Carroll campaign coincides
aidsstudents in developing leadership skills with the local Harvest for Hunger camand community awareness by planning paign, and Carroll will be the main dropschool service projects. "Students learned off forthecity. Shakarian has worked closely
how to run successful fooddrivesand heard with Walter Stinson, community relations
about which techniques work best," director of University Heights. "Melanie
Shakarian said. "The session was fol1owed came in to see us a couple of weeks ago on
by lunch and a campus tour." WEWS behalf of Harvest for Hunger," Stinson said.
NewsChannel 5 reporter jim Hooley cov- He explained that City Hall will be available to residents during March for donation
ered the event.
For her efforts, Shakarian received the drop-offs. "In our city's monthly bulletin
Campion Service Award. "I was totally sur- for March, wearegoingtotrytoincorporate
prised and extremely honored when I a paragraph informing residents that stulearned l had won the award," she said. "The dents will be going through the commu-

have a good number of volunteers for March,
but we are always looking for more.• lf mterested in helping wah Harvest for Hunger, you can come to the meetings or contact
Melanie
Shakarian
at
mshakarian@jcvaxa.jcu.ed u.
Shakarian plans to promote Harvest for
Hunger for the rest of her years at Carroll
and is hopeful the project will continue
even after she graduates. • Admissions has
informed me that people from Cleveland
high schools who are active with their own
schools'Harvestfor Hunger campaigns will
be attending john Carroll. There is some
strong leadershipcoming up, and the project
should continue into the future.
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Concetta DiFiore

•

------~poo--~~--~
people as possible involved. "We already

n

Year: Freshman
Major: Elementary Education
Zodiac Sign: Libra
What is the last movie you saw
in the theater. Titomc. I thought 1t
was really good, except the guy I saw
it with wouldn't stop talking.
What is your best memory
from the summer?: Going to Italy
with my cousin Anna It was the best
three weeks of the summer.
Biggest pet peeve: When people
call me "Connie."
Favorite vacation spot: The
beach in Italy. The weather 1s always
beautiful and the people are friendly
Favorite chocolate candy: Twix
What movie do you want to
see next in the theater: The
Wedding Singer
What kind of music do you

What soap opera do you hate
to miss?: General Hosp1tal, because
I've been watching it for so long.
What do you usually sing in the
1hower?: Puff Daddy
What is one thing that you
can't get through school
without?: Lots of sleep.
What one word do people
usually use to describe you:?
Happy
Favorite fruit juice flavor:

HELP WANTED
The Chicken Bone

LIVE SWING IN
THE BASEMENT OF

- Bar and Grill

is ·lookl.ng · for ·team·
rnerrt>ers to work
at the first location
in Cleveland.
Please call 382-8898
to set up an interview.

T~ & WEnNEID\Y: $1 75 DoMESTIC BoTILES
THURSDAY!

DoMESTIC BOTTLES AND

15¢ WINGS

GUINNESS PINT SPEClALS

:FRID\Y: JCU HAPPY HoUR AND $100 DRAFTS
FREE PI7ZA WH11E rr lAsTs!
SA11JRDAY: .ene S'WJ!(f- RF:AL I.JFE fEAWRING BECKY BoYD
,'\ .'-

I

Cleveland Hts.
(only obout 3 miles fran CCJI1)US)

$1 75

1~eS

~too}."\

In the Basement of Pizzazz off Fairmont Circle
.

2068) N Park Blvd • University Heights • 321-7272 •

,

www .pizzazzp~ZlJUX>

h: a t 11 r j 11 !.! 111 l' o 111 p a r a h I t' P i 1 1 a ,X: P a " t a . S l' n " a t i o II a I
s a 1a d , . \ p p l' 1 i ll' r ., a n d I t a I i a n S p l' l' i a I t i l' " .
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the Grammy's gone?

That is a question that many Gram my nominees may be asking themselves this year, if Paula Cole wins each of the seven Gram my Awards for which she has
been nom inated -- more than anyone else this year. This year marks the 40th anniversary of the Grammy's. The winners will be announced Feb. 25 at Radio City
Music Ha ll, and broadcast on CBS. The National Academy of Recordi ng Arts & Scie nces will select the winners in the 25 musi cfields and 92 subdivisions.

Record of theYear
Nominations for this category
are fort he artist and producer of a
commercially released single/
track. The nominees are Paula
Cole, "Where Have All the Cowboys Gone;" Shawn Colvin,
"Sunny Came Home;" Shery l
Crow, "Everyday is a Winding
Road ;" Hanson, "MMMBop:" R.
Kelly, "l Believe I Can Fly."

Album of the Year
Nominations are given to both
the art ist and producer. Nominated this year are Babyface,"The
Day:" Paula Cole "This Fire:" Bob
Dylan, "Time Out of Mwd;" Paul
McCartney, "Flaming P1e;"
Radiohead, "OK Computer."

Song of the Year

Pop

"Crash in to Me;" Fiona Apple,
Makingthehstof nominations "Criminal;" Wallflowers, "Differfor best male pop performance are: ence;" and Wallflowers "One
Babyface, Elton john, Maxwell , Headlight."
Hard Rock
Seal and Duncan Sheik.
Those nominated for best feNominationsfor best hard rock
male JXlP performance include: performance went to: Bush, Foo
jewel, Mariah Carey, Paula Cole, Fighters, Nine Inch Nails, Rage
Shawn Colvin and Sarah Against the Machine and SmashMcLachlan.
ing Pumpkins.
For best group/ duo pop vocal
Rap
performance, nommees include:
Nominees
for best rap (solo)
Fleetwood
Mac,
Hanson,
performance
are:
Busta Rhymes,
Jamiroquai, No Doubt and the
Missy "Misdemeanor" Elliot, LL
Rolling Stones.
Cool ], Norotious B.I.G. and Will
Alternative
Smith .
Bjork, David Bowie, TheChemiThose nominated for bes t rap
cal Brothers, Prodigy, and (group/ d uo) performance are:
Radiohead are nominees.
Puff Daddy and Faith Eva ns featuring
ll2, Puff Daddy featuri ng
Rock
Mase,
Wyclef
jean featuring Celia
The nominees for best female
rock performer are Fiona Apple, Cruz&jeni Fujita,Lil Kim featurMeredith Brooks, Ani Difranco, ing Da Brat,Missy "Misdemeanor"
Elliot&: Angie Martinez, and NoAbra Moore, and Patti Smith.
Nomi nees for best male rock torious B.l.G. featuring Mase and
per forman ce include: Dav id Puff Dadd y.

This Grammy is given to the
songwnter. Nominees this year
include: No Doubt, "Don't Speak;"
LeAnn Rimes,"How Do I Live;" R. Bowie, Bob Dyla n, j ohn Forgerty,
Kelly, "I Believe I Can Fly;" Shawn John Mellencamp and Bruce
Colvin, "S unny Came Home;" Springsteen.
Nom ination s for bes t rock
Paula Cole, "Where Have All the
group/ duo performance include:
Cowboys Gone."
Aerosmith , Fleetwood Mac ,
Matchbox 20, Dave Matthews
Best New Artist
Band and Wallflowers.
The nominees for best rock
The nominees are Fiona Apple,
Erykah Badu , Paula Cole, Puff so ng in cl ude: Meredith Brooks,
"B it ch;" Dave Matthews Band ,
Daddy and Hanson.

Country .

The nominees for best female
country performance are: Deana
Caner, Patty Loveless, LeAnn
Rim es, Trisha Yearwood and Pam
Tillis.
Best male count r y performance ' nom inees include: Clint
Black, Johnny Cash, Vince Gill,
Willie Nelson and George Strait.
- Erin O'Donnell

Staff Grammy Picks
Carroll News staffe rs share their opinions
My favorite is Deana Carter. My choice would
be Patty Loveless but I wouldn't be surprised if
either Pam Tillis or Trisha Yearwood won. but my
bet is on LeAnn Rimes for best female country
-Brian Murphy
performer.

I am going to have to go with Dave Matthews for
best rock song. However, for best rock group/duo I
think the Wallflowers will probably win, but
Matchbo& 20 and Dave Matthews are both awe-

some!

-Erin ODonnell

I think Sarah McLachlan should win in the three
categories she was nominated for_betteryet, I think
Sarah Mclachlan should win in every category. I
also find It very hard to believe that the Spice Girls
were not nominated for anything.
-Tom O'Konowitz

Famed screenwriter and Cleveland
native, Joe Eszterhas
Nick Kovach

I think the polka category is way underrated.
What would weddings be without them? Lenny
Gomulka & the Chicago Rush will probably take
the Grammy, but keep an eye on Clevelander,
Frankie Yankovlc.
-Meagan Lynch

AIDS
AWARENESS
WEEK
l>lni)C pi ell up uour AIDS Awllrcncss RII)I>On
in the Alrillln Mor1d6U through Tl1ur:.day
rlurlng lunth hOurs.

director wants to pull his name
from. In what was written off as
a publicity stunt, Hollywood'sdi rector, Alan Hiller, was disapJXlinted in the fina l cut and took
his name off the film. Thus, in
the credits, the film's director is
ironica ll y listed as being Alan
Smithee.
"Hiller and l had a disagreement as to the final cut of the
fil m and he pulled his name But
the next morning when !went to
the studio, he was there waiting
for me to help me finish the ptcture," Eszterhas reca lls.
Everyone in Holl ywood has
their own agenda and it shows in
Hollywood. Among the characters are James Edmunds (Ryan
O'Neal), the JXlwer hungry, backstabbing, womanizing producer.
j erry Glover (Richard Jeni), the
slick, passive-aggressive studio
head, who's always looking fora
deal. Alan Smithee, himself (Eric
Idle), the middle-aged, annoyingly British di rector who can't
bri ng himself to deal with the
awful movie he is resJXlnsiblefor
making. And last, but definitely
not least, the Brothers Brothers
(Coolio and Chuck D, in his acting debut), the fiercely independent, straight out of the hood
filmmakers that take Smithee in
when he is on the run.
The movie is a mock documentary, wi t h Stallone,
Goldberg an d Cha n playing
themselves as the stars of the
movie within a movie, Trio .
Hyped as the greatest action-adventure movie of all time and
the most ex pensive film ever
made, Smithee loses control of
his big break and the film runs
amok.
Dis turbed by how far the
movie strayed from what he had
en visioned, Smithee kid naps the
original negative and runs. His
misadve ntures along the journey
exemplify Eszterhas's creativ ity
in his writm g. The list of traits
that JXlps up on the screen when
every new character enters the
movie are worth the price of admission , by themselves.
One of the major downfalls of

Please pick up your AIDS Awarmcss Ribbon
in 111c Atrium Monday througl1 Thursdct!J
duri11g lunct1hou rs.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11:
AIDS Awareness Mass

Entertainment Editor

Who is a Hollywood personality sec ure enough in his/ her career to take t he colassal risk
of putting Saved By The Bell's"]essy
Spano" naked on t he si lve r
screen? Cleveland native joe
Eszterhas, of course.
The wr iter behind such big
creen uccesses as liver, Ba ic
I nsti net and jagged Edge, Eszterhas
to this day has to endure the constant barrage of Showgi r!s questions, two years after the monumenta lflop's lessthan memorable
debut.
"I am not ashamed of that
movie," Eszterhas sa id, "if I had
the chance to do it over, l would've
changed a few th ings, but mistakes
form character."
Two summe rs ago, Eszterh as retur ned to Cleveland to film hisautobiograph icalcomingof age film ,
Tell ing Li es In America. Having
grown up in a Hungarian neighborhood near Lorain and West
44 th, after coming to America at

age six, Eszterhascame back to town
last week on a publicity tour. That
was when I caught up wit h him.
Frequent ly crit icized and
sterotyped as rhe "T & A" screenwriter, Eszterhas's new film, An
Alan Smithee Film ...Burn Hollywood Burn is an intelligent, bi ting
satire on real life (if there 1s such a
thing) in America's mostambttious
city. Pacl<eaTUn of snrrs, tneludtng
Sylves ter Stallone, Whoopi
Goldberg,jackieChan, Richa rd]eni
and Ryan O'Nea l, Hollywood was "a
labor of love," to borrow Eszterhas'
words.
Saddled with a $10 mill ion budget , a production company
(Cinergy) that went belly-up in the
middle of fi lming and a whiny
teammate (Disney, who inherited
the project when they bought out
Cinergy), Eszterhas never thought
tha t the public would see the Hollywood he wanted them to see.
The title of the movie is based on
the 1969 decision of the Director's
Guild of America to put the name
Alan Smithee on any mov ie that a

the film are the inside and even and thousands of aspiring artists
more inside, inside jokes.Eszterhas from all corners of the globe and
explains them as, "Un neccessary. as he describes, "Some of the worst
You don't need to get every joke to Norwegian headbanger music l
enjoy the picture."
have ever hea rd." In the end, he
The other shabby derail of the scraped together enough cash to
film is the incessant stereotyping. put music in the film and wtth the
Everyone is a stereotype and inca- help of Ch uck Dand rap producer
pable of escapingtheirstereotype. G-Wiz, put some Public Enemy
The stereotypes provide countless classics on the album to grab some
la ughs, but they do get stale later ears.
in thefilm. Forexample,inacameo
Eszterhas, a very personable
as the attorney for Smithee, Rob- and genuine individual, has writert Shapiro says, "And I said [ ten a very entertaming movie. He
would never get involved in a high took very little pay for the script
profi le case again."
and worked long, hard hours to
A tigh tly knit script accompa- ensure its preservation . Along the
nies some surprisingly good act- journcythts film took from its omiing by Coolio as Dion Brothers and nous beginning to 1ts prom1sing
Harvey Weinstein, he ad of release, he became the credits ediMira max as Sam Ri zzo, a pnvate tor, soundtrack organi ze r, art diinvestigator hired to track down rector and made the final cut
Smithee. A huge pan of the film 's When An A lan Smithee
appeal comes via the soundtrack Fil m.. Burn Hollywood Burn opens
Origi na II y there wa s no at the Cedar-Lee Theater, Friday,

Eric Idle stars as Alan Smithee
music,because there was no
money. Cinergy had gone under
and Disney was not crazy about
hav ing t hei r name on a joe
Eszterhas project,so Eszterhas put
up the money out of his own
pockettofinanceasou ndtrack He
placed an ad in Vari ety magazi ne
asking for any and all unsigned
musicians to submi t their music
for JXlSSible use in Hollywood.
What he got were thousands

Feb.27, it will not be Titanic news,
but it will be a grea t day for
Cleveland's joe Eszterhas.And as
for Showgi rls,he offers no exc uses.
Saying simply and honestly,"Hey,
sometimes you make somet hi ng
that sucks. All you can do is move
on." Congra tulat io ns, joe
Eszterhas, you'vedefinitely moved
on and made a fine film even
without casting "Samuel 'Screec h'
Powers."

Fr. Peter Fennessy, Celebrant 10:00 p.m. St. Francis Chapel

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11:
Volunteer Dinner at t)amana Place "Understanding AIDS through the Arts"
4 - 7:00 p.m. Sign up in the Student Life Office

Introduction to the artistic responses to AIDS
7:00 p.m. Wolf-11-Pot

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14:
AIDS: ATribute in Music
Volunteer Night at Kamana Place
6 - 9:00 p.m. Sig11 up ill the Student Life Office

WJCU

(~~- 7 FM)

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16:
A-Night of Sharing and Caring
Support those students whose lives have been affected bU HIV/AIDS
7:00 p.m. Wolf-n-Pot

Q:

How does a cup of coffee save an African Elephant:?

A:

When you buy a 16ounce 1 998 Recycle Thermo Carmug
from the Inn Between or Satellite.

Purchase your java in a 1 6ounce Thermo Carmug for S 1 .89. Then each refill
after that Is only the price of a medium coffee. You will be doing your part to
recycle. as well as knowing that for each mug sold. $0.15 will be donated to the
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation.
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Grammy's gone?

That is a question that many Gram my nominees may be asking themselves this year, if Paula Cole wins each oft he seven Gram my Awards for which she has
been nominated-- more than anyone else this year. This year marks the 40th anniversary of the Gram my's. The winners will be announced Feb. 25 at Radio City
Music Hall, and broadcast on CBS. The National Academy of Recording Arts& Sciences will select the winners in the 25 music fields and 92 subdivisions.

Record of theYear

Pop

Nominations for this category
are fort he artist and producer of a
commercially released single/
track. The nominees are Paula
Cole, "Where Have All the Cowboys Gone;" Shawn Colvin,
"Su nny Carne Home;" Sheryl
Crow, "Everyday is a Winding
Road;" Hanson, "MMMBop;" R.
Kelly, "I Believe I Can Fly."

Making the list of nominations
for best male pop performance are:
Babyface, Elton John, Maxweli,
Seal and Duncan Sheik.
Those nominated for best female pop performance include:
Jewel, Mariah Carey, Paula Cole,
Shawn Colvin and Sarah
Mclachlan.
For best group/duo pop vocal
performance, nominees include:
Fleetwood
Mac ,
Hanson ,
Jamiroquai, o Doubt and the
Rolling Stones.

Album of the Year
Nominations are given to both
the anist and producer. Nominated this year are Babyface,"The
Day;" Paula Cole "Th is Fire;" Bob
Dylan, "Ti me Out of Mind;" Paul
McCartney, "F laming Pie;"
Rad1ohead, "OK Computer."

Alternative
Bjork,David Bowie, The Chemical Brothers, Prodigy, and
Radiohead are nominees.

Rock

The nommees for best female
rock performer are Fiona Apple,
Song of the Year
Meredith Brooks, Ani Difranco,
Th1s Grammy IS g1ven to the Abra Moore, and Patti Smith.
Nominees for best male rock
songwnter. Nommees this year
include: No Doubt, "Don't Speak;" performance include: David
LeAnn Rimes. "How Do I Live;" R. Bowie, Bob Dylan, john Forgerty,
Kelly. "I Believe I Can Fly;" Shawn John Mellencam p and Bruce
Colvin, "Sunny Came Home;" Springsteen.
Nominations for best rock
Paula Cole, "Where Have All the
group/duo performance include:
Cowboys Gone."
Aerosmith, Fleetwood Mac,
Matchbox 20, Dave Matthews
Best New Artist
Band and Wallflowers.
The nominees for best rock
The nomineesare. Fiona Apple,
Erykah Badu, Paula Cole, Puff song include: Meredith Brooks,
"Bitch;" Dave Matthews Band ,
Daddy and Hanson.

"Crash into Me;" Fiona Apple,
"Criminal;" Wallflowers, "Difference;" and Wallflowers "One
Headlight."

Hard Rock
Nominationsfor best hard rock
performance went to: Bush, Foo
Fighters, Nine Inch Nai ls. Rage
Against the Mach ine and Smashing Pumpkins.

Staff Grammy Picks
Carroll News staffers share their opinions
My favorite is Deana Carter. My choice would
be Patty Loveless but I wouldn't be surprised if
either Pam TillisorTrisha Yearwood won, but my
bet is on l.eAnn Rimes for best female country

performer.

-Brian Murphy

Rap
Nominees for best rap (solo)
performance are: Busta Rhymes,
Missy "Misdemeanor" Elliot, LL
Cool j , Norotious B.I.G. and Will
Smith.
Those nominated for best rap
(group/duo) performance are:
Puff Daddy and Faith Evans featuring 112, Puff Daddy featuring
Mase, Wyclef jean featuring Celia
Cruz&jeni Fujita,Lil Kim fea turing Da Brat, Missy"Misdemeanor"
Elliot & Angie Martinez, and Notorious B.l.G. featuring Mase and
Puff Daddy.

I am going to have to go with Dave Matthews for
best rock song. However, for best rock group/duo I
think the Wallflowers will probably win, but
Matchbox 20 and Dave Matthews are both awesome!
-Erin O'Donnell

I think Sarah Mclachlan should win in the three
categories she was nominated for _better yet, I think
Sarah McLachlan should win in every category. I
also find it very hard to believe that the Spice Girls
were not nominated for anything.

Country .

-Tom O'Konowitz

The nominees for best female
country performance are: Deana
Caner, Patty Loveless, LeAnn
Rimes, Trisha Yearwood and Pam
Tillis.
Best ma le country performance ' nom inees incl ude: Clint
Black, Johnny Cash, Vince Gill,
Willie Nelson and George Strait.
-E rin O'Donnell

Famed screenwriter and Cleveland
native, Joe Eszterhas
Nick Kovach

I think the polka category is way u.nderrated.
What would weddings be without them? Lenny
Gomulka & the Chicago Rush will probably take
the Grammy, but keep an eye on Clevelander,
Frankie Yankovic.
-Meagan Lynch

AIDS
AWARENESS
WEEK
Please picll up your AIDS Awi'1rcnc:.s Rll)bon
111 t11c Alrlum Monoou 11\rougl\ TI1ursoou
duri11g lunch hour .

director wants to pull his name
from . In what was written off as
a publicity stunt , Hollywood's di rector, Alan Hiller, was disappointed in the final c ut and took
his name off the film. Thus, in
the credits, the film's director is
ironically listed as being Alan
Smithee.
"Hiller a nd I had a disagreement as to the final cut of the
film and he pulled his name But
thenextmorningwhen I went to
the studio, he was there waiting
for me to help me finish the picture," Eszterhas recalls.
Everyone in Hollywood has
their own agenda and it shows in
Hollywood . Among the characters are James Edmunds (Ryan
O'Neal), the power hungry, backstabbing, womanizing producer
Jerry Glover (Richard Jeni), the
slick, passive-aggressive studio
head, who's always looking fora
deal. Alan Smithee, himself (Eric
Idle), the middle-aged, annoyingly British director who ca n't
bring himself to deal with the
awfut movie he is responsible for
making. And last, but definitely
not least, rhe Brothers Brothers
(Coolio and Chuck D, in his acting debut), the fiercely independem, straight out of the hood
filmmakers that takeSmitheein
when he is on the run.
The movie is a mock documentary, with
Stallone,
Goldberg and Chan playing
themselves as the stars of the
movie within a movie, Trio.
Hyped as the grea test action-adventure movie of all time and
the most expensive film ever
made, Smithee loses control of
his big break and the film runs
amok.
Disturbed by how far the
movie strayed from what he had
envisioned, Smithee kidnaps the
origi nal negative and runs. His
misadventuresalongthejourney
exemplify Eszterhas's creativity
in his writing. The list of traits
tha t pops upon the screen when
every new character enters the
movie are worth the price of admission, by themselves.
One of themajordownfallsof

picl\ up UQUr AIDS Awareness Ribbon
in lhc Alrium ~1ond1l!J t11rougl1 Tl1ursday
during lunch hours.

PI C11SC

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 2.2.:

Entertainment Editor

Who is a Hollywood personality secu re enough in h is/her career to take the colassal r isk
of puttingSavedByThe Bell's"Jessy
Spano" naked on the s ilver
screen? Cleveland native Joe
Eszrerhas, of course.
The writer behind such b ig
~creen uccesses as liver, Basic
Inst incland]agged Edge, Eszterhas
to this day has to endure the constant barrage of Showg irls questions, two years after the menu menta Iflop's less than memorable
debut.
"I am not ashamed of that
movie," Eszterhas said, "if I had
the c hance to do it over, I would've
changed a few things.but mistakes
form character."
Twosummersago, Eszterhas returned toCleveland to film hisautobiographicalcomingof age film ,
Telling Lies Tn America. Having
grown up in a Hungarian neighborhood near Lorain and West
44th, after co ming to America at

age six, Eszterhascame back rorown
last week on a publicity tour. That
was when I caught up with him.
Frequently criticized and
sterotyped as the "T &: A" screenwriter, Eszterhas's new film, An
Alan Smithee Film .. .Burn Hollywood Burn is an intellige nt, biting
sa tire on real life (if there is such a
th ing) in America'smostambnious
city. Paclcect ull of stars, InCluding
Sylvester Stallone, Whoopi
Goldberg,JackieChan, Richardjeni
and Ryan O'Neal, Hollywood was "a
labor of love," to borrow Eszterhas'
words.
Saddled with a $10 million budget, a production com pany
(Cinergy) rhatwem belly-up in the
middle of filming and a whiny
teammate (Disney, who inherited
the project when they bought out
Cinergy), Eszrerhas never thought
tha t the public wou ld see the Hollywood he wanted them to see.
The title of the movie is based on
the l969 decision of the Director's
Guild of America to put the name
Alan Smithee on any movie that a

AIDS Awareness Mass

the film are the inside and even
more inside, inside jokes. Eszterhas
explains them as, "Unneccessary.
You don't need to get every joke to
enjoy the picture."
The other shabby detail of the
film is the incessant stereotyping.
Everyone is a stereotype and meapableof escaping their stereotype.
The stereotypes provide countless
la ughs, but they do get stale later
in the film. Forexample,inacameo
as the attorney for Smithee, Robert Shapiro says, "A nd I said I
would never get involved in a high
profile case again."
A tigh tly knit script accompanies some surprisingly good acting byCoolioas Dion Brother and
Harvey Weinstein, head of
Mira max as am Rizzo, a private
investigator hired to track down
Smithee. A huge pan of the film's
appeal comes via the soundtrack
Original! y there was no

and thousands of aspiring artists
from all corners of the globe and
as hedescnbes, "Some of the worst
Norwegian headbanger muste I
have ever heard ." In the end. he
scraped together enough cash to
put mustc in the film and wuh the
help of Chuck Dand rap producer
G-Wiz, put some Public Enemy
classtcson the album tograbsome
ears.
Eszrerhas, a very personable
and genuine individual, has written a very entertaining movie He
took very little pay for the script
and worked long, hard hours to
ensure irs preservation . Along the
journey thIS film took rrom itsominOUS beginning to lts promising
release, he became the credits editor, soundtrack orgamzer, an director and made the final cut .
When
An Ala11 Smithee
fi Im.. .Bu rn Hollywood Burn opens
at the Cedar-Lee Theater, Friday,

Eric Idle stars as Alan Smithee
music,because there was no
money. Cinergy had gone under
and Disney was not c razy about
having thei r name on a joe
Eszterhas project,so Eszterhas put
up the money out of his own
pocket to finance a soundtrack. He
placed an ad in Variety magazine
asking for any and all unsigned
musicians to submit their music
for possible use in Hollywood .
What he got were thousands

Feb 27, it will not be Titanic news,
but it will be a great day for
Cleveland's joe Eszterhas.And as
for Showgi rl s,heoffers no excuses.
Sayingsim ply and honestly, "Hey,
sometimes you make something
that sucks. All you can do 1s move
on."
Congratulations, Joe
Eszterhas, you've definitely moved
on and made a fine film even
without casting "Samuel 'Screech'
Powers."

Fr. Peter Fennessy, Celebrant 10:00 p.m. St. Francis Chapel

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 2.1:
Volunteer Dinner at Kamana Place

"Understanding AIDS through the Arts"

4 - 7:00 p.m. Sign up in the Student Life Of'fice

Introduction to the artistic responses to AIDS
7:00p.m. Wolf-n-Pot

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 2.4:
Volunteer Night at Kamana Place
6 - 9:00 p.m. Sign up in the Student Life Office

AIDS: ATribute in Music
WJCU (oo. 7 FM)

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2.6:
A Night of Sharing and Caring
Support those students whose lives have been affected bW HIV/AIDS
7:00 p.m. Wolf-n-Pot

Q:

How does a cup of coffee save an African Elephant?

A:

When you buy a 1 6ounce 1998 Recycle Thermo Carmug
from the Inn Between or Satellite.

Purchase your java In a 16ounce Thermo Carmug for $1.89. Then each refill
after that Is only the price of a ~ned~u1n coffee. You will be doing your part to
recycle, as well as knowing that for each mug sold, $0.15 will be donated to the
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation.
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Blue Streaks take two swimming titles
Men's meet comes down
to final relay race
Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter

It's the bouom of the ninth, two
outs, bases loaded, down by three.
Then somebody steps up to the
plate and hits one out of the park.
That's how John Carroll University head swimming coach
Matt Lenhart described his men's
performance at the Ohio Athletic
Conferenc Championships this
past weekend.
And just like the response to a
game-winning grand slam, the
crowd exploded. "It was just like
going to a professional sporting
game," sophomore Pete Wais said.
"The crowd went wild, and things
got even louder when we won."
A 28 -point lead slowly
dwindled on the final day until
the meet was tied going into the
last race. With both Mount Union
andJCUsendingouttheirtopfoursomes for the 400-yard freestyle
relay, JUnior Gerry Shay edged
Mount Union's Sergey Kornilov in
the last length of the race to cLinch
the title. JCU's time, just 0.89 seconds ahead of Mount Union, gave
jCU its eighth conference title in
nine years.
Lenhart. who garnered Coach
of the Year honors, said, "It's so easy
to say that we had an unbehevable
meet, but it's really amazing how
much they stepped up."
The win may be even more
amazing CO!liidering that the fina l score was a 40-pmnr swing
from what was expected. "On paper !before the meed we were at
least35 points in the hole," Lenhart
said.
"In order to get from where we
should have been to where we
wanted to be we knew that a lot of
swims had to be exactly right," he
added.
Lenhart was not disappointed.
"There was not a whole lot we did

Women coast to ninth straight championship
Kristen Stlh

wrong, There was nobody that
swam poorly. Every smgle person
had a swim that we didn't expect
"Not to have somebody do
poorly in even one event is a pretty
rough job to do."
JCU was well represented in
relays, winning four of thefiveand
breaking an OAC record in the
200-yard freestyle relay. "Relays
are big points," Lenhart said. "We
knew going in that we had to win
four of the five, which we did."
Shay led the Blue Streak attack,
as one of three men to share the
Most Valuable Swimmer title. He
took first in three individual events
and swam on all four championship relay teams. Although
pleased with his individual performance, he took special pride in
the accomplishments of the relay
teams. "We just went out there
and did what we needed to do."
Senior Brad Wilson overcame
an illness from early in the week
to win the 100-yard butterfly title
that he just missed last year.
Wais won both the 100-yard
backstroke and freestyle races,
whilefreshmanJ.P.Merchantcaptured the 1650-yard freestyle.
Although none of the men
qualified to compete at the national level, several will try once
more to improve their times at
Case Western Reserve's last chance
· meet on Saturday. "This gives a
coul,lle of pya an opport.Wlitx to
swim one or two events to try to
make the national cur or break
varsity records," Lenhart said.
Said Lenhart"Fonhetitletobe
decided in the last event of the
entire meet by less than a full sec~
ond means that everyone in
attendence certainly got their
money's worth.
"This was tougher than we
wanted. It makes coaches sweat,
but we'll definitely take it•

Dominating. That about sums
up the John Carroll University
womens swimming performance
at the Ohio Athletic Conference
Championships this past weekend.
Setting a conference cham pionship record, the Blue Streaks captured l9of thepossible20eventsin
compilingachampionship-record
712 points on their way to their
ninth consecutive OAC title.
The title was their 13th straight
conference -championship dating
back to JCU's membership in the
Presidents' Athletic Conference.
"By far, this was our best team
ever that we put in the water. We
had depth and even our non-top
swimmers swam well; said JCU
head coach Matt Len hart, who was
named Women's Coach of the Year.
Pacing the way for the Blue
Streaks was freshman Carrie
Scherger, who ~n three titles and
was named the championship's
Most Valuable Swimmer. She set
two OAC records, missed another
by O.Dl seconds, qualified for the
NCAA Division lll national championships in the 2DO-yard freestyle
and provisionally qualified for the
SOD-yard freestyle.
"Scherger had a phenomenal
meet," Lenhart said. "1 knew she
was talented in the 500, buts he just
had a great swim in theSOO. She is
a fantastic swimmer and has torealize that she is in a differertt caliber of swimming than she was a
~ago.·

Freshman K.C Rambasek also
had a record-setting weekend, setting OAC marks in both rhe !DOand 200-yard breaststroke, and
winning both titles.
"K.C. showed quite a performance,• Lenhart said "During the
200 1M [individual medley!, her
goggles fell off and were around
her neck, but she handled the situation very well She should have
~n that race, but she didn't have

J&mr::5-Mitchdl

JClJs K.C. Rambasek in action during the OAC Chanpionships.
the same sight and depth perception, and it's hard to breathe
when you're not wearing your
goggles. She put it behind her
though,andchampionshiptype
people overcome those situations.•
Seniors Pam Jimison, Carrie
Greenplateand Kara Newmeyer,
and sophomore Shannon
Murphy also captured titles.
Freshman diver Maren
Aikey, named theOACWomen's
Diver of the Year, won both the
1- aDd 3-meter boards.
JCU also won five relays
while settingconference records
in the 200- and 800-yard
freestyles.
"l thought Mount Union
-would be a lot closer, but we had
so many swimmers, it snowballed on them. Their relay
teams weren't real!y even a factor for us,• Lenhart said.
This weekend, eight members of thejCU swimming team

will compete in a last-chance meet
at Case Western Reserve University. The meetgivesswimmersone
last chance to qualify for nationals.
"It's really nice to see that when
records have been broken and the
OACchampionship has been won,
there are still swimmers who are
dedicated and want to spend another week swimming," Lenhart
said.
Said Scherger: "It's awesome. l
get to swim with all those great
swimmers. I don't know what to
exQect. but I hope I can make some
really good times."
The NCAA Division Ill Championships will be held in Saint
Louis, Mo., March 12-14.
"Our girls did everything we
thought they'd be able to do,'
Lenhart said 'They kept swimming
toseehowgood they could be. Good
things will happen to us in the future. We will certainly miss our
senior leadership, but we will have
a solid core returning.•

Track teams third at Oberlin
Brian Mu
Sports Editor

The scores are finally in, and the john Carroll
University men's and women's track and field
teams found that they are right where they expected to be.
Not where they want to be, where they expected to be.
In thefirst scored indoor meet of the year, each
Blue Streak team was third of five teamsatOberhn
last Friday.
The men scored 36 points to finish behind the
other two Ohio Athletic Conference teams at the
meet, Otterbein and Heidelberg.
The highlight for the men was the 800-meter
relay team that set a school record. The team of
juniors Steve Spenthoff, Eric Balish, sophomore
jeff Pray and freshman Scott Herald broke the
previous mark with a time of 1 minute, 34.34
seconds to take second place.
"When you don't have top athletes, you try to
develop the relays,• said JCU interim head coach
DickMann.
JCU also got strong performances in the field
events asseniorpole vaulter Matt Lemieux,sophomore longjumper Aj. Waide and freshman triple
jumper Mark Bittenbender all finished among the
top three in their respective events.
Junior Man Tunno, Balish and Spenthoff also
finished among the top three in sprint events.
Mann, in his first year at JCU, acknowledges
that the team is improving, but admits it is youthful and lacks depth. "II one kid gets hurt, it really
hurts us," he said.
He said he is having fun in his first season.

"They're really great young people to work with.
I'm enjoying it immensely."
The women scored+3 points to finish ahead of
Heidelberg. but behind Otterbein jCUbead coach
Kathy Lanese said that she Is using the indoor
season more for conditioning as opposed to serious competition
"We want It to be more serious, though," she
said. "It hasn't been that way in the past Hopefully in the future It will be more serious and we11
use it as a national qualifier.·
Sophomore Debbie Pagano had one of tVfO first
place finishes· for JCU, winning the 3,0D0-meter
ruiL Junior Kate Sullivan won the triple jump.
JuniorLauraSlazykwasamongthetopthnein
threeevents:thetriplejump,thehighjumpandthe
55-meter hurdles.
Juniors Heather Ferrari and Kelly Baracz, aDd
sophomores Molly Lynch and Martisse Best finishedamongthetopthreeintheiriespectiveeYents.
"We're really making a lot of progress,• Lanese
said.
"Hopefully, in the spring. we'll keep coming
along.• she said
BothteamswillparticipateintheGreater~

land Meet at Baldwin-WallaceFridaynight Along
with BW andJCU, Case Western R~ Hiram
and Oberlin will participate.
The meet is the last chance for competitors to
qualify for the OAC championships on March 6.
But neither coach is expecting too much at that
competition because of the highcalibarof competition they will face.
'The Ohio Athletic Conference is one of the
toughest in Division m; Mann said

Carrie Scherger
Freshman, Swimming
Set two OAC records in
winning 100, 200, and
500 Freestyle races at
OAC Swimming
Championships Friday
and Saturday. Earned
1998 OAC Women's
of the

Junior, Swimming
Swam last leg of 400
Free Relay that gave
OAC title
on
Saturday. • Also won
500 Free, 200 Free,
and 200 Fly.
honors for OAC Men's
Swimmer of the Year.
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Men's basketball moves
closer to conferenee title
"Once we got into overtime, we
weren't going to let anybody beat
us," said senior Mike Pap. "We
The John Carroll University
worked so hard all season to get to
men's basketball team has its desthis point, we weren't about to lose
tiny firmly grasped in both hands.
it tonight, especially in front of
Heading into thefinal week of
such an awesome crowd."
OhioAthleticConference play,the
Senior Artie Taylor's driving
Blue Streaks (17 -5, 13-3 OAC) are
layup off a pick-and-roll with setied for first place with Ohio
nior Ryan Eskridge with five secNorrhern University in the OAC
onds remaining in regulation tied
standings. By winning its final
the score at 71. He scored 10 of his
two games against Heidelberg and
20 points in the final 4:21 of the
Marietta,JCU guarantees itself at
second half, and added six releast a share of the OAC regular
bounds for the game.
season championship.
Despite hurting his wrist divIf JCU and ONU finish the seaing to the floor in the second half,
Eskridge finished with a careerhigh 23 points and six rebounds.
Junior Geoff Byrne limped off
the court just seconds into the second half, and will miss the next
two weeks with a severely
sprained ankle.
The Blue Streaks had a major
scare three nights earlier against
last-place Hiram. The Terriers led,
40-22, at one point of the first
half. JCU cut the defldt to seven
by half time,andeventually pulled
away from Hiram.
"[Hiram) is a good, athletic
team," JCU head coach Mike
Moran said. "We had a hard time
matching up with them.'
After finishing the regular season schedule on Saturday against
Marietta at home,JCU will begin
play in the OAC Tourna menr next
week They are assured a bye in
the first round and at least one
home game in the tournament on
Feb. 25. The semifinals and final
L_=.____.:=::.=:::::::..=::::::===-====~:::==:.!::i:::::i:=~- wllfbe pta
at t
orne court
of
the
highest
remaining
seed on
JCU's Mark Heidorf battles inside against Hiram last Wednesday.
Feb. 27-28.

Matt Ray!

Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter
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son tied for first in the conference,
a tiebreaker would determine the
top seed for the OAC postseason
tournament because the teams
split thetwogames played this season. The first tiebreaker is each
team's record against conference
opponents going from top to bottom. If that doesn't decide things,
a coin toss will.
JCU took a major step in winning its first OAC title since the
1995-96 season by defeating
Mount Union, 89-79, in overtime
onSaturday,asjCU scored the first
eight points of overtime.

Women's basketball stumbles
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Editor

The john Carroll University
women's basketball team has seen
its share of losses this year. When
one comes at the hands of a team
the Blue Streaks have already defeated this season, though, the hurt
runs even deeper.
Such was the case on Tuesday,
when Heidelberg defeatedJCU at
the Don Shula Sports Center, 5854, to avenge the Blue Streaks'
january defeat of the Student
Princes.
"It definitely does !hurt morel,"
JCUassistantcoachSusanZidanic
said, "knowing that you should
have an edge going into the game,
especially since we beat them
down at their place."
Two weeks ago,JCU also lost to
Otterbeinathomeafterpreviously
defeating the Cardinals this season on the road.
The loss leaves the Blue Streaks
(8-15, 5-12 OAC) in eighth place in
theOhioAthleticConferencewith
their final regular season game
coming up on Saturday at
Marietta. Conference playoffs begin on Monday.
Against Heidelberg, JCU was
able to stay close by hitting threepoint baskets when the Princes
attempted to gain momentum.
Freshman KatieCervenik broke a
nine-point Heidelberg lead near
the end of the first half with a
four-point play. Freshman jaime
Rochon tied the game at 12:44 of
the second half with a key shot
from beyond the arc.

"We might have put up some
more threes tonight because they
were sdrt of· in a matcA.-up zone
and they dropped back a little bit,"
said senior Christine Marrapese,
who had two three-pointers
against Heidelberg. "We got some
nice looks at the basket."
Pounding the Blue Streaks all
night inside was Heidel bergfreshman Melissa Kury, who finished
the game with 26 points and ll
rebounds. Using her solid 6·foot
frame , Kuryestablished good position all night onjCU frontcourt
players Erin Biehle,AnjieChet,and
Meghann Hubach.

"We gave her too many open
layups," Zidanic said. "We didn't
puta body on her. Wegaveherthe
open lane and really made it easy
on her.'
]CU also fell to Mount Union
on Saturday in Alliance, 59-48.
Mount Union is in first-place in
the OAC with a 15-1 record and is
ranked nationally. The Purple
Raiders blew out the Blue Streaks
by 33 points in their first meeting
two months ago.
JCU played a much improved
game this time around, as Biehle
led JCU with 16 points and ll rebounds.

l(adc)""8"'

JCVs Mike DiNovo grapples with his opponent from Mount
Union during the Blue Streak's victory.

Wrestlers maul
Mount Union, 27-7
son record to25-l,and his dual
meet record to 21-0.
Staff Reporter
JCU also got solid perforAll week long, the john Carroll University wrestling team mances from the rest of the
said that the match against middle and heavier weight
Mount Un ion did not matter, classes,asit hasallyear. Senior
only the Ohio Athletic Confer- Nate Sam blenet won at 150
ence Championship and Divi- pounds, junior Mike Stull at
sion lii National Champion- l58,juniorJtm Ayers at In and
junior Rich Eslich at heavyships did.
But after dismantling the weight. The four, along with
reigning OAC champions, 27- Kerr, have been a constant
7, last Friday at the Don Shula source of production for
Sports Center, the Blue Streaks Volkmann as each has compiled at least 18 vistories.
changed their tune.
"We know that we are al"We have had such a great
rivalry with Mount Union over most guaranteed wins at those
the years in all sports, that it is weight classes," Volkmann
always a good feeling to beat said. "The winning percentthem," JCU head coach Kerry ages of those guys have made
the difference."
Volkmann said.
After its strong regular seaThe victorygavejCU itssecson,JCU
will be the favorite to
ond consecutive 20-victory
win
the
OAC title , which
season,and this year's .9l0winwou\d be Its Hrs t sm ce \99'\.
c
i o n of the
"We control our own deshighest In school history.
"This has been one of the tiny and no one can take that
greatest seasons in John Car- away from us," Volkmann said.
roll wrestling regardless of "It has given theguysasenseof
what happens from here," inner confidence that was not
there on day one."
Volkmann said.
JCU dominated the match, Brute ad1das NCAA Division
capturing eight of the 10 bouts, Ul Coachr.s Wrestling Poll
including a major decision The top 10 cam$ in tbe '[lOll conducted on
Feb 10. The next poll will be conducted on
from junior justin Kerr.
Feb. 23.
"Kerr is having his finest
1. 1\ugobu'g (Minn.)
2. Wlrtlurg (iololll
season, and he has improved
3. College ol -.....,.
his wiiLning percentage from
• . Jolwlc.noll
5.
Simpeon OOWOI
.850 last year to over .950 this
8. u.cn- ('Ma.)
year," Volkmann said.
7. - - Poinl (1'1\o.)
8. Norwich (VI.)
Kerr, competing in the 1679. Springlleld (Mala.)
pound class, improved his sea- 10. 8rod<pOft (N.Y.)

Robert McCarthy

The Winter Games
Are Coming
To Campus!
C:unpus dining Is proud
to salute the XVIII Winter
Games. We're creating a winter
wonderland filled with Olyrnplc
trivia and other .~:a.ne-s, prizes and a

For your chance to win one of five pairs of tickets
to see Brownie Mary, return this form to
The Carroll News by this Monday, Feb. 23 at noon.
(onty one entry per person, please)

flurry of fun. So slddaddle over to

your dining hall and ask for details.
Date:.
Time:

Feb. 21, 1998
4:30pm- 6 pm

Name: ------------------------Telephone Number: - - - - - - Winners will be notified by telephone on Februruy 23, 1998.
WinneJS' names also will be pnnted in Ihe next tssue of The Carroll New.>

-·
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Blue Streaks take two swimming titles
Men's meet comes down
to final relay race
Rona Proudfoot
Staff Reporter
It's the bouom of the ninth, two
outs, bases loaded, down by three.
Then somebody steps up to the
plate and hits one out of the park.
That's how john Carroll University head swimming coach
Matt Len han described his men's
performance at the Ohio Athletic
Conferenc Championships this
past weekend.
And just like the response to a
game-winning grand slam, the
crowd exploded. "lt was just like
going to a professional sporting
game," sophomore Pete Wais said.
"The crowd went wild, and things
got even louder when we won."
A 28-point lead slowly
dwindled on the final day until
the meet was ned going mto the
last race. With both Mount Union
andJCUsendingouttheirtopfoursomes for the 400-yard freestyle
relay. junior Gerry Shay edged
Mount Union'sSergeyKornilov in
the last length of the race to clinch
the title. JCU's time, just 0.89 seconds ahead of Mount Union, gave
JCU its eighth conference title in
nine years.
Lenhart, who garnered Coach
of the Yearhonors,said, "IL:Ssoeasy
to say that we had an unbelievable
meet, but it's really amazing how
much they stepped up."
The win may be even more
amazing COQSidering that the [ina I score WIIS a 40-pornt swing
from whar was expected. "On paper (before the meet!. we were at
least 35 pomts in the hole," Lenhart
said.
"In order to get from where we
should have been to where we
wanted to be we knew that a lot of
swims had to be exact! y right," he
added.
Lenhart was not disappointed.
"There was not a whole lot we did

wrong, There was nobody that
swam poorly. Everysmgleperson
had a swim that we didn't expect.
"Not to have somebody do
poorly inevenoneeventisa pretty
tough job to do."
JCU was well represented in
relays,winningfourof the Hveand
breaking an OAC record in the
200-yard freestyle relay. "Relays
are big points." Lenhart said. "We
knew going in that we had to win
four of the five, which we did."
Shay led the Blue Streak attack,
as one of three men to share the
Most Valuable Swimmer title. He
took first in three individual events
and swam on all four championship relay teams. Although
pleased with his individual performance, he took special pride in
the accomplishments of the relay
teams. "We just went out there
and did what we needed to do."
Senior Brad Wilson overcame
an illness from early in the week
towi n the IOo-yard butterfly title
that he just missed last year.
Wais won both the lQO-yard
backstroke and freestyle races,
whilefreshmanj.P.Merchantcaptured the 1650-yard freestyle.
Although none of the men
qualified to compete at the national level, several will try once
more to improve their times at
Case Western Reserve's last chance
meet on Saturday. "This gives a
COU1,lle o[ pys an opport\amtx to
swim one or two events to try to
make the national cut or break
varsity records," Lenhart said.
Said Lenhart:"Forthetitletobe
decided in the last event of the
entire meet by less than a full sec:
ond means that everyone in
attendence certainly got their
money's worth.
"This was tougher than we
wanted. It makes coaches sweat,
but we'll definitely take itw

Women coast to ninth straight championship
Kristen Stlh
Staff Reporter
Dominating. That about sums
up the John Carroll University
women's swimming performance
at the Ohio Athletic Conference
Championships this past weekend.
Setting a conference championship record, the Blue Streaks captured 19of thepossible20eventsin
compiling a championship-record
712 points on their way to their
ninth consecutive OAC title.
The title was their 13th srraight
conference -championship dating
back to JCU's membership in the
Presidents' Athletic Conference.
"By far, this was our best team
ever that we put in the water. We
had depth and even our non-top
swimmers swam well," said JCU
head coach Matt Lenhart, who was
named Women'sCoach of the Year.
Pacing the way for the Blue
Streaks was freshman Carrie
j.amt:S Mltc.hdl
Scherger, who won three titles and
.JClJs K.C. Rambasek in action during the OAC Chanpionships.
was named the championship's
Most Valuable Swimmer. She set the same sight and depth per- will compete in a last-chance meet
two OAC records, missed another ception, and it's hard to breathe at Case Western Reserve Univerby O.Dl seconds, qualified for the when you're not wearing your sity. Themeetgivesswimmersone
NCAA Division III national cham- goggles. She put it behind her last chance to qualify for nationals.
pionships in the 2DO-yard freestyle though, and championship type
"1t's really nice to see that when
and provisionally qualified for the people overcome those situa- records have been broken and the
tions.~
OAC championship has been won,
soo-yard freestyle.
Seniors Pam Jimison, Carrie there are still swimmers who are
"Scherger had a phenomenal
meet," Lenhart said. "I knew she Greenplate and Kara Newmeyer, dedicated and want to spend anwas talented in the500, buts he just and sophomore Shannon other week swimming," Lenhart
said.
had a great swim in the 500. She is Murphy also captured titles.
Freshman diver Maren
Said Scherger: "It's awesome. I
a fantastic swimmer and has torealize that she is in a different cali- Aikey, named theOACWomen's get to swim with all those great
ber of swimming than she was a Diver of the Year, won both the swimmers. I don't know what to
1- and 3-meter boards.
}IQI &jW."
ex~t, but I hope I can make some
]CU also won five relays really good times."
Freshman K C Rambasek also
had a record-setting weekend, set- while setting conference records
The NCAA Division Ill Chamting OAC marks in both the lOG- in the 200- and 800-yard pionships will be held in Saint
and 20o-yard breaststroke, and freestyles.
Louis, Mo., March 12-14.
"I thought Mount Union
winning both titles.
"Our girls did everything we
·K.c. showed quite a perfor- would be a lot closer, but we had thought they'd be able to do,"
mance," Lenhart said. "During the so many swimmers, it snow- Lenhartsaid. "Theykeptswimming
200 1M (individual medleyl, her balled on them. Their relay toseehowgoodtheycouldbe. Good
goggles fell off and were around teams weren't really even a fac- things will happen to us in the fuher neck, but she handled the situ- tor for us,• Lenhart said.
ture. We will certainly miss our
This weekend, eight mem- senior leadership, but we will have
ation very well She should have
won that race, but she didn't have bersof theJCU swimming team a solid core returning."

Track teams third at Oberlin
Brian Murphy
Sports EdIt or

The scores are finally in, and the john Carroll
University men's and women's track and held
teams found tha.t they are right where they expected to be.
Not where they want to be, where they expected to be.
1n the first scored indoor meet of the year, each
Blue Streak team was thirdoffiveteamsatOberlin
last Friday.
The men scored 36 points to finish behind the
other two Ohio Athletic Conference teams at the
meet, Otterbein and Heidelberg.
The highlight for the men was the 800-meter
relay team that set a school record. The team of
juniors Steve Spenthoff, Eric Balish, sophomore
Jeff Proy and freshman Scott Herald broke the
previous mark with a time of l minute, 34.34
seconds to take second place.
"When you don't have top athletes, you try to
develop the relays; said JCU interim head coach
D1ckMann.
JCU also got strong performances in the field
events as senior pole vaulter Matt Lemieux, sophomore longjumper Aj. Waide and freshman triple
jumper Mark Bittenbender all finished among the
top three in their respective events.
junior Matt Tunno, Balish and Spenthoff also
finished among the top three in sprint events.
Mann, in his first year at JCU, acknowledges
that the team is improving, but admits it is youthful and lacks depth. "If one kid gets hurt, it really
hurts us," he said.
He said he is having fun in his first season.

"They're really great young people to "M>rk with.
I'm enjoying it immensely.•
The women scored+3 points to finish ahead of
Heidelberg, but behind Otterbein. JCUhead coach
Kathy Lanese said that she is using the indoor
season more for conditioning as opposed to serious competition.
"We want it to be more serious, though." she
said. "It hasn't bttn that way in the past Hopefully in the future it will be more serious and lW:'ll
use it as a national qualifier."
Sophomore Debbie Pagano had one of tM> first
place finishes· for JCU, winning the J,DOO-meter
run Junior Kate Sullivan won the utple jump.
Junior lauraSlazyk wasamongthetopthreein
three events: thetriplejump, the highjumpand the
55-meter hurdles.
Juniors Heather Ferrari and Kelly Baracz, and
sophomores MoUy Lynch and Martisse Best finished among the top three intheirrespecti'W!eYellts.
"We're really making a lot of progress," Lanese
said.
"Hopefully, in the spring. we'll keep coming
along," she said.
BothteamswillparticipateintheGreaterele\oeland MeetatBaldwin-WallaceFridaynight Along
with BW and JCU, Case Western Rt:SU'W!, Hiram
and Oberlin will participate.
The meet is the last chance for competitors to
qualify for the OAC championships on March 6.
But neither coach is expecting too much at that
competition because of thehighcalibarof competition they wi 11 face.
"The Ohio Athletic Conference is one of the
toughest in Division IU," Mann said.

Carrie Scherger
Freshman, Swimming
Set two OAC records in
winning 100, 200, and
500 Freestyle races at
OAC Swimming
Championships Friday
and Saturday. Earned
1998 OAC Women's

Junior, Swimming
Swam last leg of 400
Free Relay that gave
OAC title
on
men
Saturday. • Also won
500 Free, 200 Free,
and 200 Fly.
honors for OAC Men's
Swimmer of the Year.
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Men's basketball moves
closer to conferenee title
Matt Rayl
Staff Reporter
The john Carroll University
men's basketball team has its destinyfirmlygrasped in.bothhands.
Heading into the final week of
Ohio Athletic Conference play, the
Blue Streaks (17-5, 13-3 OAC) are
tied for first place with Ohio
Northern University in the OAC
standings. By winning its final
twogamesagainstHeidelbergand
Marietta,JCU guarantees itself at
least a share of the OAC regular
season championship.
If JCU and ONU finish the sea-

son tied for first in the conference,
a tiebreaker would determine the
top seed for the OAC postseason
tournament because the teams
split the two games played thisseason. The first tiebreaker is each
team 's record against conference
opponents going from top to bottom . lf that doesn't decide things,
a coin toss will .
JCU took a major step in winning its first OAC title since the
i995-96 season by defeating
Mount Union, 89-79, in overtime
onSaturday,asJCU scored the first
eight points of overtime.

"Once we got into overtime, we
weren't going to let anybody beat
us," said senior Mike Pap. "We
worked so hard all season to get to
this point, we weren't about to lose
it tonight, especially in front of
such an awesome crowd."
Senior Artie Taylor's driving
layup off a pick-and-roll with senior Ryan Eskridge with five seconds remaining in regulation tied
the score at 71. He scored 10 of his
20 points in the final4:21 of the
second half, and added six rebounds for the game.
Despite hurting his wrist diving to the floor in the second half,
Eskridge finished with a careerhigh 23 points and six rebounds.
Junior Geoff Byrne limped off
the court just seconds into the second half, and will miss the next
two weeks with a severely
sprained ankle.
The Bl ue Streaks had a major
scare three nights earlier against
last-place Hiram. The Terriers led,
40-22 , at one point of the first
half. JCU cut the deficit to seven
by half time, and eventually pulled
away from Hiram.
"[Hiraml is a good, athletic
team," JCU head coach Mike
Moran said. "We had a hard time
matching up with them.'
After finishing the regular season schedule on Saturday against
Marietta at home.JCU will begin
play in the OAC Tournament next
week. They are assured a bye in
the first round and at least one
home game in the tournament on

____.:;:;:~~- t=~~~~==~====~-==========v.:::;::=.J JCU's Mark Heidorf battles inside against Hiran last Wednesday.

Feb. 25 The semifinals and final
WI be pti
at t
ome court
of the highest remaining seed on
Feb. 27-28.

Women's basketball stumbles
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Editor

The John Carroll University
women's basketball team has seen
its share oflosses this year. When
one comes at the hands of a team
the Blue Streaks have already defeated this season, though, the hurt
runs even deeper.
Such was the case on Tuesday.
when Heidelberg defeated JCU at
the Don Shula Sports Center, 5854, to avenge the Blue Streaks'
January defeat of the Student
Princes.
"It definitely does [hurt morel."
JCU assistant coach Susan Zidanic
said, "knowing that you should
have an edge going into the game,
especially since we beat them
down at their place."
Two weeks ago,JCU also lost to
Otterbein at homeaf ter previously
defeating the Cardinals this season on the road.
The loss leaves the Blue Streaks
(8-15, 5-12 OAC) in eighth place in
theOhioAthleticConferencewith
their final regular season game
com ing up on Saturday at
Marietta. Conference playoffs begin on Monday.
Against Heidelberg, JCU was
able to stay close by hitting threepoint baskets when the Princes
artempted to gain momentum.
Freshman Katie Cervenik broke a
nine-point Heidelberg lead near
the end of the first half w ith a
four-point play. Freshman Jaime
Rochon tied the game at 12:44 of
the second hall with a key shot
from beyond the arc.

"We might have put up some
more threes tonight because they
were sort ohn a matck-up zone
and they dropped back a little bit,"
said senior Christine Marrapese,
who had two three-pointers
against Heidelberg. "We got some
nice looks at the basket."
Pounding the Blue Streaks all
night inside was Heidelberg freshman Melissa Kury; who finished
the game with 26 points and 11
rebounds. Using her solid 6-foot
frame, Kury established good position all night onJCU frontcourt
players Erin Biehle, Anjie Chet,and
Meghann Hubach.

"We gave her too many open
layups," Zidanic said. "We didn't
put a body on her. We gave herthe
open lane and really made it easy
on her.'
JCU also fell to Mount Union
on Saturday in Alliance, 59-48.
Mount Union is in first-place in
the OAC with a 15-1 record and is
ranked nationally. The Purple
Raiders blew out the Blue Streaks
by 33 points in their first meeting
two months ago.
JCU played a much improved
game this time around, as Biehle
ledJCU with 16 points and ll rebounds.

JCVs Mike DiNovo grapples with his opponent from Mount
Union during the Blue Streak's victory.

Wrestlers maul
Mount Union, 27-7
Robert McCarthy
Staff Reporter

Ail weeklong,thejohnCarroll University wrestling team
said that the match against
Mount Union did not matter,
onlytheOhioAthleticConference Championship and Division lll National Charnpionshipsdid.
But after dismantling the
reigning OAC champions, 277,last Friday at the Don Shula
Sports Center, the Blue Streaks
changed their tune.
"We have had such a great
rivalry with Mount Union over
the years in all sports, that it is
always a good feeling to beat
them," JCU head coach Kerry
Volkmann said.
The victorygaveJCU itssecond consecutive 20-victory
season,and this year's .9l0w\n.

'C \

n of l he

highest In school history
"This has been one of the
greatest seasons in John Carroll wrestling regardless of
what happens from here,"
Volkmann said.
JCU dominated the match,
capturing eight of the 10 bouts,
including a major decision
from junior justin Kerr.
"Kerr is having his finest
season, and he has improved
his winning percentage from
.850 last year to over .950 this
year," Volkmann said.
Kerr, competing in the 167pound class, improved his sea-

son record to 25-L,and his dual
meet record to 21-0.
JCU also got solid performances from the rest of the
middle and heavier weight
classes, as it has all year. Senior
Nate Samblenet won at 150
pounds, junior Mike Stull at
l58,juniorjim Ayers at 177 and
junior Rich Eslich at heavyweight. The four, along with
Kerr, have been a co nstan t
source of production for
Volkmann as each has compiled at least 18 vistorles.
"We know that we are almost guaranteed winsatthose
weight classes," Volkmann
said. "The winning percentages of those guys have made
the difference."
After its strong regular season,JCU w\11 be the favorite to
win the OAC title . which
wou\d be tlS first since \ 99 4
"We control our own destiny and no one can take that
away from us," Volkmann said.
"It has given theguysasenseof
inner confidence that was not
there on day one."

Brute adidas NCAA Division

mCoaches Wrestling Poll

The wp tO turns tn tbe ooll conducted on
Feb.IO. The no:xl potl will b< conducted on
Feb. 23.
1. Aug~Ng (Minn.)

2. Waltburg (leMa)
3 . Colloga ol- Jo<wy
4. Jollnc.n<lil
6. S01"CJO(I't (lowaj

e. l..la'C*e (Wia.)
7. - - Pdnt (Wio.)
8 . Norwk:h (VI.)
Sprtngllold (Mooo.J
10. Brodq>OII (N.Y.}

e.

The Winter Games
Are Coming
To Campus!
Bve at tbeOdeon on Feb. 27,
Campus dining Is proud
to salute the XVIII Winter
Garnes. We're creating a winter
wonderland filled with Olyrnplc
trivia and other ga~nes, prlz:es and a
flun-y of fun . So slddaddle over to
your dining hall and ask for details.

Feb. 21, 1998
4:30 pm-6 pm

For your chance to win one of fwe pairs of tickets
to see Brownie Mary, return this form to

The Carroll News by this Monday, Feb. 23 at noon.
(only one entry per person, please)

Name:
----------------------------Telephone Number: - - - - - - Winners will be notified by telephone on February 23, 1998.
Winners' names also will be pnnted in the next issue of The Canoll News.

-
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Editorial opinion

Are you one of
these people?
"Did you hear? She sits behind me i 1'1 microbiology class. How
long do you think she's known?"
The doctor highlights the HlV-positive results on the second
blood test.
Dad demands a new doctor.
The medical assistant refuses to touch the used needles.
The receptionist jots down the number of the local HIV suppongroup.
The younger brother is last picked for kickball during recess.
Mom goes everyday to 7 a.m. mas.s and prays.
'She couldn't k Didn't she date john last year? I remember
them togtthtr at Winter Formal:
The cur rem boyfriend kisses goodnight -on the cheek.
The ex-boyfriend worries about that one drunken night without condoms.
The ex-boyfriend's current girlfriend begins to insist on using
them.
·can lgt:t it from a toilet seat? She lives on my floor.•
The roommate keeps her laundry separate this week.
The girl acros.s the hall starts showering in the first-floor
bathroom.
The RA calls Health Services for additional information on
HIV.
The swim team teammate waiting for he rowing machine
wanders to another line.
Another teammate quits.
·All it takes is one little drop. One Jittleflechofblood. How can
l risk that?"
Someone who says she understands leaves an invitation for
coffee on the voice mllil.
Someone in the cafeteria wonders who last ate clam chowder
of his soup spoon.
,
Life is not lived ina vacuum. Not even AIDS works solo. It is
only through the collaborative onslaught of diseases such as
pneumonia, tuberculosis and cancer upon the immune system
of a person infected with HIV that AIDS can kill A thousand
different viAl&
hom a thousa d' fer t
Dn~~~fl an t gl\ su ov
liiiiOiiiio""
think that by avoiding a handshake or a morning greeting at
shared bathroom sinks you're avoiding AIDS, think again.
Because if you're uninformed about bow HIV is contracted,
AIDS has already defeated you.
And the rest of us.
l. i l i

This editorial was reprinted from The Carroll News 1996.
Though this may have been written two years ago, the words
un(orluately have meaning today.

Teacher reviews
A teacher can make or break a clas.s. One student's favorite
teacher may be another student's worst nightmare. All students
have diffen.>nt learning style5that may adapt to different teachers better than others. Obviously, a student's performance in a
particular clas.s could be improved if they were aware of that
teacher's overall teaching style.
Of ten timesstudentsdon't know in advance if a certain teacher
will mesh with their learningstyle. Adefinitive way for students
to find this out prior to registering for a clas.s would be to hear
input from those student who have treaded those waters before.
As a result, students will find it much easier to stay afloat during
the semester.
Several years ago, the Student Union published a booklet that
listed courses, professors and students' ranking of them in various categories If the university or the Student Union would
create such a publication on a regular basis,students would have
an easier time choosing the appropriate professor.
Since students are reqUtred to flll out evaluations of their
professors each semester, perhaps the results could be published
and used by students as an aid in choosing their professors.
Students could rank the professor and ultimately inform other
students through this published evaluation about the teacher's
perceptions of such aspects as class presentations, attendance,
class discus.sion, homev;ork, grading, amount of reading, the
professor's availabihtyoutside of class and overall quality of the
course.
Professors would, in turn, have students in their courses that
really want to be registered. Professors that want to keep their
classes discussion -based would have students sign up that enjoy
participating in class. Students that need extra attention outside
of class would be able to register for a professor that is of ten
available during office hours.
The publication would not be a firing ground for students to
discourageothersf rom takingcenain teachers' classes, but rather
an open forum for facts of note regarding the way in which a
professor handles the class.
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Campus security goes
undercover to find the
fraudulent parking passes ...

CN coverage
(Jiestioned

&
HIT: Cleveland screenwriter, Joe Eszterhas, agreeing to
speak to JCU students about his new movie. miss:
Eszterhas cancels at the last minute. HIT: Eight days until
spring break. miss: Not going anywhere warm on spring
break. HIT: JCU's men and women swimmers and divers
win OAC Championships. HIT: Pearl Jam announces summer concert in Cleveland. miss: Hitting your maximum
absence limit in a class, already.

Staff Commentary

A bunch of

good intentions
"I meant to...but..." or "When did you tell me that?"
Excuse after excuse. I could list zillions. Although
I've used several of them myself, l'm just a little bitter
n
l'm w iting hi commemary at
one in the morning because no one "had time to do it"
or "could think of a good idea."
Well, it's true: the road to hell is
paved with good intentions. Why?
Because that is exactly what an
intention is: something you plan
on doing, but haven 't done (like
homework}
When you don't do something,
you make an excuse Clike my
Meagan Lynch
printer broke). An excuse generMaoaglng Editor
ally lies somewhat to the left of
the truth.
Granted, most excuses for unaccomplished intentions aren't enough to prompt Satan to pencil you in
for an appointment downstai~s, but they can add up
and cause some major aggravations.
Coming up with a good excuse in order to justify
why you didn't do something you had every intention of doing may take some effort, but can be pretty
comical at the same time. So, here's a compilation of
my good intentions, and accordingly, some fairly
reasonable excuses. (Maybe you can relate.)
Sending thank you cards. Remembering my
cousins birthday. Writing the term paper ahead of
time. Keeping up with reading assignments so I don't
have to read six chapters the night before a test. Going to class everyday. Exercising everyday. Keeping a
journal. Vacuuming. Volunteering. Reading the
newspaper everyday. Cleaning out the useless childhood toys at my parent's house so my dad will quit
calling mea packrat. Avoiding meaningless relationships. Balancing my checkbook.
Give yourself a gold star if you've managed to
balance any combination of these intentions. But for
those of you who haven't, myself included, here are
some of my favorite excuses that some people just
may buy into.
I was too tired. It costs too much. l had a hangover.
rll do it tomorrow. I may need that someday! I'm
horrible at math. I'll buy an organizer. 1didn't hear
you. No hablo ingles. llocked my keys in the car. It's
President's Day. It wasn't me, it was my evil twin.
Originally, I had every intention of usingthisspace
to explain my earth shattering discoveries about the
origin of the human species. Unfonunately,llost my
notebook
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The tempting path

WJCU talks back

Therehasbeensomeconiusion
After reading your recent "Stu- as of late regarding the policies
dents' Views on Sex in Relation- and procedure5at WJCU,88.7FM.
ships" article, I felt l needed to The station serves as an educawriteinandexpressmyconcerns. tional tool for the student body of
l found the content tasteless, and john Carroll University, and as an
the quality of the article was em- outlet for alternative radio in
barrassingly poor. My second Cleveland. We pride ourselves on
complaint deals with the statis- "the diversity of our schedule, but
tics that wereinvolved. The num- at the same time we remain combersdidn'tadd uptolOO%, the pie mined to putting student broadchart was unclear (and in bad casters first.
taste), and those quoted were
Ln direct response to Carroll
made to look like fools. A sam- News Letter to the Editor last
plingofl!Ostudentshardlyseems week, l feel it necessary to make
represemati veof john Carroll stu- dear that WjCU, although lidents. Why are you silencing the censed to jCU, does not reflect the
rest of the student body?
ideas or opinions of John Carroll
Also, your second page article, University.
"A moment for us," seemed to be a
We appreciate the hard work
repetitive and reactionary piece put forth by the program "Gospel
intended for only those few privi- and All That," however, the author
leged individuals who know Ed of Last week's lener was not the
KleinandClareTaft. ltwasinane. host of the program, nor a student.
Why do you quote the same But we see no reason why the profour or five people repeatedly in gram shouldn't return to our
the same article, and wh yare those schedule in the near future, but
people the same week to week?
again, students come first.
Also, whyaren'ttheremorearticles about things going on off ChrisTye
campus? l was pleasantly sur- Class of 1998
prised to find your "FB!seeks bank
robbery suspect," but am sorry
that it was the only article of its
type.
l hope this criticism helps you
to make the Carroll News the paper it should be.

While sitting in
class recentl y, I
was asked an interesting question
about the evil and
goodness of man.
After stopping to think for a moment, my
hand shot up in an eager attempt to vote
whether we are all born intrinsically one
way or the other.
After all, Locke would say we are born a
"tabula rasa," or blank slate, and that the
directionswechooseinlifearesimplybased
upon choices we make or experiences. But
what makes us choose the evil path over
the good one? Are we just simply tempted
to opt for evil? Temptation, as most of us
know, is something we intuitively know is
wrong, but are drawn to choose. It is the
tiny voice in our head telling us, "get out of
here before you give in," but that we sometimes choose to ignore. What if temptation did not exist? What if we were living
on an island, without material possessions,
without monetary currency, and were all
equal?
Would we still be tempted? Picture
America as it is today with a population

almost too large to count, immense technology,resources galore, and creators of the
slogan, "being bad just feels good."
Now picture th1s. America filled w1th
crime, deceitfulness, and greed. Sound familiar? Does it not seem logical that the
United State5 helps breed this evil? After
all, without objects to steal, money to rob,
and total equality for all, people would not
have any reason to be bad. Would they?
I concluded that we all have the pos.sibility to be good, but that being bad is just
easier than giving into righteousness.
Being bad is a result of a population and
materialistic world gone haywire with so
many possibilities. In this age of convenience and easier methods, it just seems
convenient to be bad and to rebel.
As we go through life, however,we must
remember that the road less traveled upon
is the most rewarding path, if we choose 10
travel it No matter what road we choose
though, we must keep in mind that the
"high road" is the one we must strive for 1£
we are to stand above the crowd of evil.
Select your paths carefully. and listen to
that voice in your head telling you how to
stay on track!

Question ofitle WePk.

Meagan Lynch
Managing Editor
Cherie Skoczen
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Carla Flask
Class of 2000

i

Students respond
to article
This past week's Carroll News
was the best edition of the paper
that we have read this year.
However, one article caused
our opinion of this fine edition to
drop. The article "Student's views
on sex in relationships" was
slightly misleading, aswellasdisturbing.
This article was very blum
about the delicate subject matter
it was discus.sing.
It did not seem to be a fair representation of the opinions held
by the students of this campus.
The article seemed to infer that
the overwhelming majority of
this campus would have sex
within six months of dating
someone.
However, a poll of only one
hundred and ten students is far
from a strong representation of
the rnajority.
The article was well written
and articulate its point, but the
one question that arises is why
oral sex is mentioned. Is it because of the current Pre5ident
Clinton- Monica Lewinsky scandal, or did it serve a substantial
relevance?
The paragraphs pertaining to
oral sex serve no purpose to the
overall significance of the article.
The quotes, while trying to support the argument, actually demeaned it.
The topic of sex isreleva nt to
this college campus, but the presentation of the information was
in poor taste
Chris Vela
Kelly McGiumphy
Class of 2000

Girls
l. "A guy who has direction in life and is sensitive." Chrissy, sophomore
2. "Good work ethic, good values, and good looking. Oh, and he has to like my dog."
Donna, grad student
.
3. "Nice eyes and the ability to hold an intelligent conversation." Maura, sophomore
4." Right now I'll take anything." Sherrie, senior
5. "I want loyalty and patience." Beth,freshman
6. "He has to take at least two showers a week." Resa,junior
7. "Honest, funny, and sweet." Bechy,freshman
8. "Maturity!" Beth,junior
9. "Big curly hair and sideburns." Sarah,junior
10. "Friendly, considerate, and good looks wouldn't hurt." Amanda, sophomore

Guys
l. "She has to have personality and looks." Dave, sophomore
2. "Someone who's not self-absorbed. She should inspire others as well as myself and be

an individual." ]oe,junior
•
3. "A girl with a pulse." Paul, junior
4. "Someone who's athletically inclined." Grant, senior
5. "Smart, funny, attractive, and shorter than me." josh, sophomore
6. "Her IQ has to be above room temperature." Mike, sophomore
7. "Intelligence and class (my girliriend's going to get me for this)." Richard, Marriot
worker.
8. '1 go for the good reputation; wholesome." Nate, sophomore
9. "Sense oi humor, and likes to have fun; outgoing." ]osh,freshman
10. "Blond hair." ]eb, sophomore

LETTERS TO THE

ED~ITOR

The Carroll News Editorial Board invites Letters to the Editor from our readers. To be considered for
publication, the letter must be typewritten, 200-400 words, and signed by the author with a phone number..
The Carroll News reserves the right to edit letters for length, grammar and clarity. The Carroll News also
reserves the right to reject letters that may be li belousor do not conform to standards of good taste. The Carroll
News does not guarantee publication of all letters, and they become the property of The Carroll News.

Deadline: Mondays at noon
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Editorial opinion

Are you one of
these people?
"Did you hear? She sits behind me in microbiology class. How
long do you think she's known?"
The doctor highlights the HIV-positive results on the second
blood rest
Dad demands a new doctor.
The medical assist<lnt refuses to touch the used needles.
The receptionist jots down the number of the loca I HIV support group.
The younger brother is last picked for kickball during recess.
Mom goes everyday to 7 a.m. mass and prays.
'She couldn't be. Didn't she date john last year? l remember
them together at Winter Formal:
The current boyfriend kisses goodnight- on the cheek.
The ex-boyfriend worriesaboutthatonedrunken night without condoms.
The ex· boyfriend's current girlfriend begins to insist on using
them.
"Can I get it from a toilet seat? She lives on myfloor."
The roommate keeps her laundry separate this week.
The girl across the hall st<lrts showering in the first-£1oor
bathroom.
The RA calls Health Services for additional information on
HI'/.

The swim team teammate waiting for he rowing machine
wanders to another line.
Another teammate quits.

•AI!ittakesisonelittledrop. One littlefleckofblood. How can
I risk that?"
Someone who says she understands leaves an invitation for
coffee on the voice mliil.
Someone in the cafeteria wonders who last ate dam chowder
of his soup spoon.
•
Life is not lived in a vacuum. Not even AIDS works solo. It is
only through the collaborative onslaught of diseases such as
pneumonia, tuberculosis and cancer upon the immune system
of a person infected with HIV that AIDS can kill. A thousand
~tviru6~fromat"-~•e~"..l ...
tdelidlv ..u .............
.
an t . gh su'afv ''" w
; CXlus awne. -rr-yrnr
rhmk that by avotdmg a handshake or a morning greeting at
shared bathroom sinks you're avoiding AIDS, think again.
Because if you're uninformed about how HIV is contracted,
AlDS has already defeated you.
And the rest of us.
This editorial was reprinted from The Carroll News 1996.
Though this may havt been written two years ago. the words
unforluately have meaning today.

Teacher reviews
A teacher can make or break a class. One student's favorite
teacher may be another student's worst nightmare. All students
have different learning styles that may adapt to different teachers better than others. Obvwusly, a student's performance in a
particular class could be improved if they were aware of that
teacher's overall teaching style.
Of ten ti messwdemsdon't know in ad vance if a certain teacher
will mesh with their learning style. Adefinitivewayforstudents
to find this out prior to registering for a class would be to hear
input from those student who have treaded those waters before.
As a result, students will find it much easier to stay afloat during
the semester.
Several years ago, the Student Union published a booklet that
listed courses, professors and students' ranking of them in various categories. If the university or the ~tudent Union would
create such a publication on a regular basis, students would have
an easier time choosing the appropriate professor.
Since students are requ1red ro fill out evaluations of their
professors each semester. perhaps the results could be published
and used by students as an a1d in choosing their professors.
Students could rank the profe..'lSOr and ultimately inform other
students through this published evaluation about the teacher's
percepttons of such aspects as class presentations, attendance,
class discussion, homework, grading. amount of reading, the
professor's availability outside of class and overall quality of the
course
Professors would, in turn, have students in their courses that
really want to be registered. Professors that want to keep their
classes d1scussion- based would have students sign up that enjoy
participating m class Students that need extra attention outside
of class would be able to register for a professor that is often
available d urmg office hours.
The publication ~uld not be a firing ground for students to
discourageothersf rom takingcenain reachers' classes, but rather
an open forum for facts of note regarding the way in which a
professor handles the class.
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Campus security goes
undercover to find the
fraudulent parking passes ...

CN coverage
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&
HIT: Cleveland screenwriter, Joe Eszterhas, agreeing to
speak to JCU students about his new movie. miss:
Eszterhas cancels at the last minute. HIT: Eight days until
spring break. miss: Not going anywhere warm on spring
break. HIT: JCU's men and women swimmers and divers
win OAC Championships. HIT: Pearl Jam announces summer concert in Cleveland. miss: Hitting your maximum
absence limit in a class, already.

Staff Commentary

A bunch of

good intentions
"I meant to ... but..." or "When did you tell me that?"
Excuse after excuse. I could list zillions. Although
['veusedseveral of them myself, I'm justa lirtle bitter
ii
w
l'm Wl'lting thi commerttary at
one in the morning because noone "had time to do it"
or "could think of a good idea."
Well, it's true: the road to hell is
paved with good intentions. Why7
Because that is exactly what an
intention is: something you plan
on doing, but haven't done (like
homework).
When you don't do something,
you make an excuse (like my
Meagan Lynch
printer broke). An excuse generManaging Editor
ally lies somewhat to the left of
the truth.
Granted, most excuses for unaccomplished intentions aren't enough to prompt Satan to pencil you in
for an appointment downstai~s. but they can add up
and cause some major aggravations.
Coming up with a good excuse in order to justify
why you didn't do something you had every intention of doing may take some effort, but can be pretty
comical at the same time. So, here's a compilation of
my good intentions, and accordingly, some fairly
reasonable excuses. (Maybe you can relate.)
Sending thank you cards. Remembering my
cousin's birthday. Writing the term paper ahead of
time. Keeping up with reading assignments so I don't
have to read six chapters the night before a test. Going to class everyday. Exercising everyday. Keeping a
journal. Vacuuming. Volunteering. Reading the
newspaper everyday. Cleaning out the useless childhood wys at my parent's house so my dad will quit
calling me a packrat. Avoiding meaningless relationships. Balancing my checkbook.
Give yourself a gold star if you've managed to
balance any combination of these intentions. But for
those of you who haven't, myself included, here are
some of my favorite excuses that some people just
may buy into.
I was too tired. It costs too much. I had a hangover.
I'll do it tomorrow. l may need that someday! I'm
horrible at math. I'll buy an organizer. I didn't hear
you No hablo ingles. I locked my keys in the car. It's
President's Day. It wasn't me, it was my evil twin.
Originally,! had every intention of usingthisspace
to explain my earth shattering discoveries about the
origin of the human species. Unfortunately, llost my
notebook.
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The tempting path

WJCU talks back

There has been some confusion
After reading your recent "Stu- as of late regarding the policies
dents' Views on Sex in Relation- and procedures at WJCU,88.7 FM.
ships" article, I felt I needed to The station serves as an educawrite in and express my concerns. tional tool for the student body of
I found the content tasteless, and john Carroll University.and as an
the quality of the article was em- outlet for alternative radio in
barrassingly poor. My second Cleveland. We pride ourselves on
complaint deals with the statis- "the diversity of our schedule, but
ticsthatwereinvolved. Thenum- at the same time we remain combersdidn't add up to 100%, the pie mitted to putting student broadchart was unclear (and in bad casters first.
taste), and those quoted were
In direct response to Carroll
made to look like fools. A sam- News Letter to the Editor last
plingof llOstudentshardly seems week, I feel it necessary to make
representative of john Carroll stu- clear that WJCU, although lidents. Why are you silencing the censed tojCU,does not re.flect the
rest of the student body?
ideas or opinions of john Carroll
Also, your second page article, University.
"A moment for us,» seemed to be a
We appreciate the hard work
repetitive and reactionary piece put forth by the program "Gospel
intended for only those few privi- and All That,»however, the author
leged individuals who know Ed of last week's letter was nor the
Klein and Clare Taft lt was inane. host of the program, nora student
Why do you quote the same But we see no reason why the profour or five people repeatedly in gram shouldn't return to our
thesamearticle,and why are those schedule in the near future, but
people the same week to week?
again, students come first
Also, why aren't there more articles about things going on off ChrisTye
campus? I was pleasantly sur- Class of 1998
prised to find your"FBlseeks bank
robbery suspect,» but am sorry
that it was the only article of its
type.
I hope this criticism helps you
to make the Carroll News the paper it should be.

While sitting in
class recently, I
was asked an interesting question
aboutt he evil and
goodness of man.
After stopping to think for a moment, my
hand shot up in an eager attempt to vote
whether we are all born intrinsically one
way or the other.
Afte.r all, Locke would say we are born a
"tabula rasa," or blank slate, and that the
directions wechoosein life aresimpl y based
upon choices we make or experiences. But
what makes us choose the evil path over
the good one? Are we just simply tempted
to opt for evil? Tempt<ltion, as most of us
know, is something we intuitively know is
wrong, but are drawn to choose. It is the
tiny voice in our head telling us, "get out of
here before you give in," but that we sometimes choose to ignore. What if temptation did not exist? What if we were living
on an island, without material possessions,
without monet<lry currency, and were all
equal?

Would we still be tempted? Picture
America as it is today with a population

almost too large to count, immense technology, resourcesgalore,and creators of the
slogan, "being bad just feels good."
Now picture this. America filled with
crime, deceitfulness, and greed. Sound familiar? Does it not seem logical that the
United States helps breed this evil? After
all, without objects to steal, money to rob,
and total equality for all, people would not
have any reason to be bad. Would they?
I concluded that we all have the possibility to be good, but that being bad is just
easier than giving into righteousness.
Being bad is a result of a population and
materialistic world gone haywire with so
many possibilities. In this age of convenience and easier methods, it just seems
convenient to be bad and to rebel
As we go through life, however, we must
remember that the road less traveled upon
is the most rewarding path, if we choose ro
travel it No matter what road we choose
though, we must keep in mind that the
"high road" is the one we must strive for if
we are to stand above the crowd of evil.
Select your paths carefully, and listen to
that voice in your head telling you how to
stay on track!

Carla Flask
Class of 2000

Students respond
to article
This past week's Carroll News
was the best edition of the paper
that we have read this year.
However, one article caused
our opinion of this fine edition to
drop. The article "Student's views
on sex in relationships" was
slightly misleading, aswellasdisturbing.
This article was very blunt
about the delicate subject matter
it was discussing.
It did not seem to be a fair representation of the opinions held
by the students of this campus.
The article seemed to infer that
the overwhelming majority of
this campus would have sex
within six months of dating
someone.
However, a poll of only one
hundred and ten students is far
from a strong representation of
the majority.
The article was well written
and articulate its point, but the
one question that arises is why
oral sex is mentioned. Is it because of the current President
Clinton· Monica Lewinsky scandal, or did it serve a substantial
relevance?
The paragraphs pertaining to
oral sex serve no purpose to the
overall significance of the article.
The quotes, while trying to support the argument, actually demeaned it.
The topic of sex is relevant to
this college campus, but the presentation of the information was
in poor taste
Chris Vela
Kelly McGlumphy
Class of 2000

Girls
l. "A guy who has direction in life and is sensitive." Chrissy, sophomore
2. "Good work ethic, good values, and good looking. Oh, and he has to Uke my dog."

Donna, grad student
.
3. "Nice eyes and the ability to hold an intelligent conversation." Maura, sophomore
4." Right now I'll take anything." Sherrie, senior
5. "I want loyalty and patience." Beth,freshman
6. "He has to take at least two showers a week" Resa,junior
7. "Honest, funny, and sweet" Bechy,freshman
8. "Maturity!" Beth,junior
9. "Big curly hair and sideburns." Sarah, junior
10. "Friendly, considerate, and gocxllooks wouldn't hurt." Amanda, sophomore

Guys
l. "She has to have personality and looks." Dave, sophomore

2. "Someone who's not self-absorbed. She should inspire others as well as myself and be
an individual." ]oe,junior
•
3. "A girl with a pulse." Paul, junior
4. "Someone who's athletically inclined." Grant, senior
5. "Smart, funny, attractive, and shorter than me." josh, sophomore
6. "Her IQ has to be above room temperature." Mike, sophomore
7. "Intelligence and class (my girlfriend's going to get me for this}" Richard, Marriot
worker.
8. "I go for the good reputation; wholesome." Nate, sophomore
9. "Sense of humor, and likes to have fun; outgoing." ]osh,freshman
10. "Blond hair." ]eb, sophomore

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Carroll News Editorial Board invites Letters to the Editor from our readers. To be considered for
publication, theletter must be typewritten, 200-400 words, and signed by the author with a phone number..
The Carroll News reserves the right to edit letters for length, grammar and clarity. The Carroll News also
reserves the right to rejectletters that may be libelous or do not conform to standards of good taste. The Carroll
News does not guarantee publication of all letters, and they become the property of The Carroll News.

Deadline: Mondays at noon

CLASSIFIEDS
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HELP WANTED
Marketing intern needed.
Hard-working, self-starter
neede dto run Marke.ting
operationsforMariottDining
Service.
On-campus,
competitive pay, summers
needed.
Interested
applicants, bring resume to
Dining Office by 3/15/98.

ground keepers, lifeguards,
receptionists/ computer, line
chefs. Incentive programs I
flexible hours/excellent pay.
I~te·r~iew now for ·best
pos1t10ns
Wednesday
through Sunday. 200 Yacht
Club Drive, Rocky River, OH
44116. Call 216-333-1155
and ask for Kathy or Marc.

100 instructors I counselors
Earn $750 - $1500/week. needed. Coed sleepaway
Raise all the money your camp. Pocono Mountains,
student group needs by Pennsylvania. Good salary I
sponsoring
a
VISA tips! Call 908-689-3339
Fundraiser on your campus. (www.campcayuga.com).
No investment & very little
time needed. There's no The Office of Admission is
obligation, so why not call looking to fill the intern
for information today. Call position of Campus Visit
._ 1-800-323-8454 ext. 95.
Coordinator. Stop in and pick
up -an application and mor~
Summer and full-time details. Applications due by
positions at beautiful March 13, 1998.
lakefront yachting club.
Seeks friendly team players.
Will
train
qualified SITtERS NEEDED
candidates as : servers, Summer 1998- full time (or
bussers, host I hostesses, possible part-time) nanny
bartenders, dock attendants I position for two small

JCU tudent areer 'f!IJeloprnent enter

presents

Portfolios/How to Pursue
a Writing Career

children. Daily variety, lots
of outdoor adventure, good
working environment, some
flexibilityofschedule! Good
pay. Driving and car a must!
Call Ellen at 932-2372.

The Carroll News, February 19 , 1998

ACJlOSS
1 Lawyer's
due
4Take I I

Nannies needed now. Fulltime and part-time positions
available. Work around your
school schedule. Need: own
transportation, 2 1/2 plus
years experience working
with
children,
great
references. Call Always
Tender Care, Inc. 440-5430336.
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ODe SOWD

9Schuu
12 Get ready

forbaule
13 Prefix re
tbeCNS
14

Muscle

IS:=side
diner
17 Inseparable
18 All.

counu:rpan. '

19Lad!e

~ Caveal

• word

Part-time babysitte-r needed
15 to 20 hours (3 days) per
week for 3 month old baby.
$5 I hour, in our home in
University Heights, flexible
hours, will work around class
schedule. Call Jennifer at
397-0668 or 999-2110.

24c:JarbaF
harp: .
2SOooK, m
Ouadala-

26~vcr

28 Plumber"s

tool
31 Doggie. bag fill
33 Veaael for
three men

35Hooaegow
36 Simoleons

38 Pollow re. len1leuly

FOR RENT
Apartment for rent. One (1)
and two (2) bedroom
apartments. Buildinglocated
2 miles north of JCU at 1414
South Belvoir. $480-$630.
Includes: appliances, carpet,
blinds, water, and garage.
Can be partially furnished.
No pets, no smoking.
Seniors, grads, fa cui ty only.
Call 291-8458.
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MISCELLANEOUS
For students interested in a writing career in:
corporate communications
public relations
advertising
publishing
journalism
broadcasting

Call397-4431 to reserve a space!

~at 14101 Cedar Rd.

KIN

Open at 6 a.m. for Breakfast

~®
Late Nite Drive thru from 1 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday and Saturday

Ask about our John Carroll specials
with your Student I.D. card.

Seized cars from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps,4WD's,yourarea. Toll
free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A15365 for current listings.

PERSONALS
Dear concerned parties, your
courage is commendable. I
need more information to
proceed.

Gimme some water cuz "I've
got two tickets to paradise."
Thanks for a fun weekend D,
C, J, D, J, A, M, & M!
J- I love you. -Your Girl.

Personals
are free for
students.
Embarrass a
friend!

SEMESTER ABROAD IN COSTA RICA
The Organization for Tropical Studies (OTS) and Duke University are
accepting applications for the Fall 1998 semester for a field-oriented,
acience based semester abroad program in Costa Rica . Students
earn 1 6 credit hours in tropical ecology, environmental science and policy,
field research methods, and Spanish language and culture.

Credits may be transferred from Duke University.
• hands-on experiential learning • independent field projects
• cultural immersion • extended stays at remote field sites
• home stays • extensive travel to diverse ecosystems
For brochure and application materials, contact

Oassifled ads 0051 $3.00 for the fir.;~ ten wonls and $.20 for each additional word. To plareL a
classified ad, it must be typed or handwritten clearly and legibly and sent 10 or droppe<:l off at the
Carroll News offx:e wtth payn~ent Oa..tfled alb will not run without pre-payment OassifteJC!s
will nor be taken over the plione. 1be deadline for classified ads is noon of the Monday prior to
publication.

For AD Rates aod Wormatioo

Business: (216) 397-4398
Fax I Data: (216) 397-1729
General Info: (216)397-1711

Mai to US Ill:
1be Canol! News
20700 North Pant Boulevard
University Heights, OH 44118

Organization for Tropical Stvclie•, Duko University
Tol. : {919) 68.4.577 4; Email . <noo®ocpub.duko .odu>
http://www.ols.duko.odu
Application deadline for 1991 fall temeJter is
March 20, 1998.
... A. consortium of universities providing leadership in education, research

and lh• re$p0nsibl• us1 ofnarural resourcll in the tropics.

